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Abstract

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb.)
that produces pulmonary damage due to its airborne nature. This fact facilitates the disease
fast-spreading, which, according to the World Health Organization (WHO), in 2021 caused
1.2 million deaths and 9.9 million new cases.

Traditionally, TB has been considered a binary disease (latent/active) due to the limited
specificity of the traditional diagnostic tests. Such a simple model causes difficulties in the
longitudinal assessment of pulmonary affectation needed for the development of novel drugs
and to control the spread of the disease.

Fortunately, X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT) images enable capturing specific man-
ifestations of TB that are undetectable using regular diagnostic tests, which suffer from
limited specificity. In conventional workflows, expert radiologists inspect the CT images.
However, this procedure is unfeasible to process the thousands of volume images belonging
to the different TB animal models and humans required for a suitable (pre-)clinical trial.

To achieve suitable results, automatization of different image analysis processes is a
must to quantify TB. It is also advisable to measure the uncertainty associated with this
process and model causal relationships between the specific mechanisms that characterize
each animal model and its level of damage. Thus, in this thesis, we introduce a set of novel
methods based on the state of the art Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Computer Vision (CV).

Initially, we present an algorithm to assess Pathological Lung Segmentation (PLS) em-
ploying an unsupervised rule-based model which was traditionally considered a needed
step before biomarker extraction. This procedure allows robust segmentation in a Mtb. in-
fection model (Dice Similarity Coefficient, DSC, 94% ± 4%, Hausdorff Distance, HD,
8.64 mm±7.36 mm) of damaged lungs with lesions attached to the parenchyma and affected
by respiratory movement artefacts.

Next, a Gaussian Mixture Model ruled by an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
is employed to automatically quantify the burden of Mtb.using biomarkers extracted from the
segmented CT images. This approach achieves a strong correlation (R2 ≈ 0.8) between our
automatic method and manual extraction.



2 Abstract

Consequently, Chapter 3 introduces a model to automate the identification of TB lesions
and the characterization of disease progression. To this aim, the method employs the
Statistical Region Merging algorithm to detect lesions subsequently characterized by texture
features that feed a Random Forest (RF) estimator. The proposed procedure enables a
selection of a simple but powerful model able to classify abnormal tissue.

The latest works base their methodology on Deep Learning (DL). Chapter 4 extends
the classification of TB lesions. Namely, we introduce a computational model to infer
TB manifestations present in each lung lobe of CT scans by employing the associated
radiologist reports as ground truth. We do so instead of using the classical manually delimited
segmentation masks. The model adjusts the three-dimensional architecture, V-Net, to a multi-
task classification context in which loss function is weighted by homoscedastic uncertainty.
Besides, the method employs Self-Normalizing Neural Networks (SNNs) for regularization.
Our results are promising with a Root Mean Square Error of 1.14 in the number of nodules
and F1-scores above 0.85 for the most prevalent TB lesions (i.e., conglomerations, cavitations,
consolidations, trees in bud) when considering the whole lung.

In Chapter 5, we present a DL model capable of extracting disentangled information from
images of different animal models, as well as information of the mechanisms that generate
the CT volumes. The method provides the segmentation mask of axial slices from three
animal models of different species employing a single trained architecture. It also infers the
level of TB damage and generates counterfactual images. So, with this methodology, we
offer an alternative to promote generalization and explainable AI models.

To sum up, the thesis presents a collection of valuable tools to automate the quantification
of pathological lungs and moreover extend the methodology to provide more explainable
results which are vital for drug development purposes. Chapter 6 elaborates on these
conclusions.



Motivation and Objectives

Tuberculosis (TB) is an infectious disease caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb.)
that produces pulmonary damage. TB causes around three thousand deaths per day around
the globe; thousand more than the Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) at its uprising, a fact
even more dramatic considering that such a terrible number maintains steady during the last
decades. Thus, numbers in 2021 amount to 9.9 million new cases and 1.2 million deaths,
according to the World Health Organization (WHO) [333].

As part of the efforts to control this devastating epidemic, proper modelling of TB as a
continuous spectrum between latent and active stages is urgently needed [235]. To this aim,
several projects are ongoing worldwide, being this thesis part of one of them, the European
Accelerator of Tuberculosis Regime Project, ERA4TB [76].

This thesis presents a set of methods based on the Artificial Intelligence (AI) state of
the art to enrich the ability of x-ray Computed Tomography (CT) images to depict specific
manifestations of TB, contrarily, to regular diagnostic tests which suffer from limited speci-
ficity. By exposing such specific patterns, CT images allow proper modelling of TB, which
is essential for disease prognosis and its longitudinal monitoring, and consequently at the
development of more effective drugs.

The common practice is that experts meticulously examine CT images manually for vari-
ous purposes. Namely, to delimit regions/volumes of interest (ROIs/VOIs) in the images, the
lungs in this work context, to enable "post-hoc" studies. Also, to examine abnormal regions
within the ROIs to establish whether these are characteristic disease manifestations. With this
information, they can subsequently provide longitudinal descriptions to enable hypotheses
about the mechanisms that rule the disease and its interactions with in-development drugs.

Nevertheless, this approach is highly time-consuming, prone to human errors and there-
fore, infeasible at large studies. Namely, at (pre-)clinical trials in which thousands of images
belonging to different animal, disease burden and strains models are involved, as in the
ERA4TB project.

https://era4tb.org/
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Therefore, the development of new tools capable of automating expert tasks entails
the fundamental goal of this work. It particular, we aim for the methods to capture extra
information from CT images that capture new findings of disease inner-workings that could
contribute to for TB eradication. To this aim, the following specific objectives are proposed
in this thesis:

• Develop methods to automatically segment lungs damaged by Tuberculosis.

• Develop methods for the automatic quantification of TB burden to characterize the
disease progression and response to therapy.

• Develop methods for the automatic detection and characterization of the main TB
manifestations to assess the development of the disease and the effectivity of the new
drugs.

• Perform automatic analysis of translational animal models, namely, the mammal
models usually employed in clinical trials (i.e., mouse, macaque, human).

• Provide analysis tools able to yield valuable information about the disease physiopathol-
ogy under speculative scenarios to leverage interdisciplinary experts hypothesis.



Thesis Outline

The rest of the document comprehend the following chapters:

1. The Key Role of Artificial Intelligence in Tuberculosis Assessment, consists of a
comprehensive review of essential background concepts. Thus, briefly introduces
both: a) medico-social aspects of TB (e.g., the impact of Tuberculosis in the world
population, the importance of radiological imaging in its eradication) and, b) concepts
related to the Artificial Intelligence methodology (e.g., advantages and limitations of
the frameworks that enable task automation, the appearance of biases in the algorithms
due to data scarcity or dataset shifts) used in the different works presented in the
document. Finally, both topics joint in the state-of-the-art portray for the automatic
analysis of pathological lung images.

2. Lung Segmentation and Quantification with Rule-based Approach, presents an algo-
rithm for Pathological Lung Segmentation for a macaque model of Tuberculosis and a
Gaussian Mixture based method for quantification.

3. Radiomics for TB Manifestations Classification, introduces a Radiomics approach for
Tuberculosis manifestations classification by extracting texture features and applying a
Random Forest classifier.

4. Deep Learning for TB Manifestation Classification, presents the Deep Learning model
yielding a multi-task architecture. It is a self-normalized set-up with weights computed
from an estimation of uncertainty. It is design to identify lesion from complete three-
dimensional Computed Tomography volumes.

5. Translational Lung Imaging Analysis Through Disentangled Representations, presents
the model able to disentangle significant factors. We show its application on image
synthesis and the automatic and robust delimitation of pathological lungs.

6. Conclusions and Prospective work





Chapter 1

The Key Role of Artificial Intelligence in
Tuberculosis Assessment

The bulk of this work lies in the study and subsequent proposal of several solutions based
on different branches of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Similar to the temporal evolution of AI
itself, the first work presented in the manuscript (Chapter 2) initially applies, adapts and
develops classical AI methods (based on coding human-defined rules). Then, it presents solu-
tions employing some of the more common Machine Learning (ML) techniques developed
in the last 20 years, which are based on statistical dependence within the study dataset but
with few or minimal assumptions about the mechanisms causing such dependencies. Finally,
it ends with more complex models that aim to add the predictive power and explainability to
the previous ones.

These novel methodologies can be adapted to a wide range of problems and hopefully
benefit a large part of the scientific community. However, this scientific work has a strong en-
gineering and therefore translational character. Namely, it is oriented to a specific application
such as the automatic evaluation of lungs damaged by Tuberculosis as verbalized in its title.

Thus, while in subsequent chapters the particular objective, the mathematical machinery,
the performance analysis or the implementation of the different methodologies are presented
in a self-contained manner1, this opening chapter aims to justify the need for their develop-
ment.
For this reason, initially (see Tuberculosis in numbers) a summary of the updated epidemio-
logical data2 of Tuberculosis (TB) worldwide is provided showing its pandemic status.

1Each chapter consists of adaptations of individual works shown in Published and submitted contents. These
extend those sections that help to synthesize the entire manuscript.

2Based on 2020 WHO report. [332]
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Next, the biomedical framework of TB diagnosis based on microbiological, pathological
and immunological studies and their interactions with treatments is introduced. The main
biological causes of the pandemic are exposed together with the different ways to dampen
them by employing the strategies presented in the Section 1.2 (Eradicating Tuberculosis: The
need for continuous assessment).
The role of the different medical imaging modalities depending on the disease markers
critical at the several framework components presented in the previous section are introduced
subsequently in Section 1.3. Finally, the main approaches existing in the literature to carry
out the objective of quantifying damaged lungs, obviously with the focus on those devoted to
Tuberculosis damage, and which have served as inspiration and support for the development
of the different methodologies introduced in the subsequent chapters, are presented in Section
1.4. Since the approaches rely on the aforementioned AI principles, Section 1.4 is divided
in two, namely, a first part which describes AI Learning Principles with Emphasis in Lung
Analysis and a second with the specific application’s summary.

1.1 Tuberculosis in numbers

The data shown below is not intended to simplify the harm caused by Tuberculosis
throughout the history of humanity and especially nowadays. The mere expectation is to
show the unaware reader the reality about the pandemic that causes the most deaths daily at
the time of this writing. We would like also to alert them to the need to tackle it globally, in a
similar way to how unfortunately and abruptly the society had done since the outbreak of
COVID-19; especially given the neglected status of Tuberculosis.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) estimations [333], in 2021, there
were 9.9 million (range, 8.9–11.0 million) million incident cases and 1.3 million (range,
1.2–1.4 million) deaths caused by tuberculosis (TB). The incidence and mortality rates per
100.000 population per year and country are within the upper part of Fig.1.1 (maps a and b).
More strikingly, latent TB (see Section From a binary perspective to continuous spectrum
of diagnosis) is present in about a quarter of the world’s population. Within this infected
population, Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb.), the causative agent of TB, becomes active in
10% of the cases and mainly damages the lungs owing to its airborne nature.

As can be seen in Fig.1.1, the TB burden distribution is far from homogeneous around
the globe, being low and middle-income countries much more hit by the pandemic; mainly
due to the well-known relationship between undernutrition and a depressed immunological
system [228, 263]; Fig.1.2 shows this trend clearly. Meanwhile, rich countries understood
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TB as a disease of the past, turning it into a neglected disease associated with poverty,
marginalization and social exclusion of individuals suffering from it.

This fact does not benefit the fight against the pandemic at all. However, a terrible game-
changer has become crucial in the last 25 years. Resistance to TB drugs [19, 86, 67, 341, 355]
has increased markedly during this time, especially in those westernized countries that
considered the disease eradicated. The data corresponding to new cases in 2020 with MDR-
TB (Multidrug-Resistant Tuberculosis) and RR-TB (Rifampicin-Resistant Tuberculosis), as
well as the percentage of cases that had already been treated for TB and developed MDR
and RR are shown by country in maps C and D of Fig.1.1. This situation has shifted the
projections for TB eradication from around 2030 [19, 341] to 2050 [129].

Thus, it is evident that in the current context of globalization, TB has become a global
concern. Due to undesirable reasons and because they are directly involved in the problem,
the wealthy countries have finally been forced to intervene much more active in recent years,
not least the United Nations (UN) has included the WHO "End TB Strategy" among its
SGDs (Sustainable Development Goals) for the period 2015-2035. This strategy is deployed
through several multisectoral projects with different objectives, some of which aimed at
improving the aforementioned social risk factors, while others, such as the work carried
out in this project framework (see Project Framework: ERA4TB), focus on developing new
and more effective treatments for TB (e.g., new drugs, regimes, vaccines), as shown in the
following sections.

1.2 Eradicating Tuberculosis: The need for continuous as-
sessment

In 1882, Robert Koch discovered that TB was caused by the Mycobacterium tuberculosis
complex, while the symptoms were already well known since earlier dates. Concretely,
molecular evidence of ancient TB-related clades has been found in Egyptian mummies
( 1550− 1080 BC) [222] and recent studies based on the molecular clock of Mtb. [207]
confirm the hypothesis that all Mtb. lineages go back around 2500 years, while the Most
Common Recent Ancestors (MRCAs) of the Mtb., such as Mycobacterium bovis, Mycobac-
terium pinnipedii or Mycobacterium canettii are dated back 11.000 years.

While the antiquity of the disease may be surprising to less familiar readers, the literature
point to the fact that the emergence of new clades is not particularly prolific for Mtb. when
comparing to other diseases of bacteriological or virological origin (Mtb. mutation rate is
estimated around 1x10−8 and 5x10−7 nucleotide changes per site per year) [207]. Thus,
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Fig. 1.1 Tuberculosis (TB) epidemiology data per country: a) TB prevalence per 100000
population per year; b) TB mortality per 100000 population per year; c) Multidrug-resistant
TB (MTB-TB) percentage; d) Rifampicin-Resistant TB (RR-TB). Extracted from the WHO
(World Health Organization) TB report 2020 [332].

Fig. 1.2 Social cofounders of TB. Left) Relationship between TB prevalence and Gross
Domestic Product (GDP); Right) Relationship between TB prevalence and undernutrition.
Extracted from the WHO TB report 2020 [332].
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producing efficient drugs in a reasonable time before the appearance of new clades is feasible
in this context. However, the new infections and reinfections numbers show that the design
of previously used drugs has been insufficient, mainly due to the lack of knowledge of the
molecular events of Mtb. itself and its interaction with social risk factors which has led to the
recent emergence of new, more adapted and therefore resistant clades and lineages of the
disease [104, 225].

Partly due to the urgency of the situation given by TB pandemic status and to technical
limitations, drug design has been mainly based on a binary interpretation of TB (e.g., active
or non-active, infected or non-infected), complicating the understanding of the molecular
mechanisms causing the clinical stages traditionally described for TB (see Fig.1.3). As
shown in the next section, this fact highlights the need for a paradigm shift in assessing the
disease.

1.2.1 From a binary perspective to continuous spectrum of diagnosis

Depending on multiple factors (i.e., the viral load, the strain of Mtb. complex, the attacked
immune system condition after transmission), bacteria can either be eliminated from the
organism through an innate or adaptive immune response (T-cell mechanisms) or remain in a
latent (LTBI, Latent TB Infection) or active state [19, 153, 234].

LTBI is not transmissible, and infected subjects present no symptoms. Active TB patients
suffer from persistent cough, fever, weight loss, haemoptysis, among other maladies, and
they can be transmitters of the bacteria. Due to this fact, from the traditional clinical and
public health point of view, TB is understood as a binary disease [217, 235]. This binary
conceptualization is reflected in the most popular tests for disease assessment, which lack
the specificity and sensitivity to provide a correct non-dual result. Illustratively, the main
tests are shown below, divided according to whether they are used to find the presence of
LTBI or for active TB.

Tests to detect LTBI :

Tuberculin Skin Test (TST): Also known as Mantoux test or Mendel–Mantoux test
or Purified Protein Derivative (PPD) [135]. In this test, a protein of Mtb. is
injected intradermically, usually on the left forearm. The test is read around
72 hours later (48-96 hours). The evaluation consists of measuring the local
inflammation caused. If there is no inflammation, the subject diagnostic is
negative. In the event of inflammation, the diagnosis is given from the diameter
of the inflammation and the patient’s risk factors. It is important to note that
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the test can be positive both when the patient has acquired the corresponding
antibodies and has previously eliminated the bacteria (adaptive immune response)
and when the TB persists as latent.
The subjectivity test reading leads to false positives and false negatives, making
complementary diagnostic tests such as X-rays or a second binary test such as
Interferon-γ needed [17].

Interferon-γ Release Assays (IGRA): Employed as an alternative to TST [69]. The
test involves exposing a blood sample from a subject to Mtb. antigens and measur-
ing the amount of interferon released by T-lymphocytes. As TST, positive results
do not directly link to the persistence of latent infection [4]. Those subjects who
have overcome the infection and maintain T-cells from the adaptive immune
response will also release interferon.

Tests to detect Active TB :

Sputum smear: The traditional test analyze the sputum using a conventional micro-
scope to locate the bacteria. The minimum sensitivity is over the threshold of
5000 bacteria per millimeter [61, 217]. Thus, it is impossible to detect active
TB at early stages. Besides, the test is not very specific since Mtb. appears the
same as non-mycobacterium tuberculosis, which is added once again to the lack
of anatomic location of the TB burden.

Culture: The culture substantially improves the sensitivity of the sputum smear,
finding the Mtb. from 10 mycobacteria per millimetre [61, 125]. In return, with
the best and most expensive culture methods, the results are obtained in two weeks,
although generally, the duration lasts up to six. The test cannot also characterize
the longitudinal evolution of the sources of infection beyond deciding whether
they are still active or not.

Besides the mentioned particular features, it is important to remark the tests relatively low
cost. However, they cannot provide the continuous longitudinal characterization of the disease
(from latent to active) that arises in modern literature [12, 77, 153, 235]. This longitudinal
characterization is fundamental to understand the mechanisms of the immunological life
cycle of the disease to facilitate the development of new drugs and the characterization of
the resistance to them. Namely, it helps to understand under what circumstances do a latent
infection reactivate or what markers are significant in remission [19, 235]. This is especially
important in the current global scenario in which therapies pretend to shorten their duration
to 4 months or less [339].
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The Fig. 1.3 illustrates this idea showing TB as a continuous spectrum [235, 341] divided
into six main phases (infection, immune response, latent infection, reactivation, active
infection and transmission). Such an approach is usual in clinical practice and essential
during clinical assays. Subject identification in this scale depends on the symptoms but more
on the infection burden for which the tests act as proxies. However, the traditional tests
lack enough specificity/sensitivity to characterize the whole spectrum undermining the drug
discovery process.

For obvious ethical reasons, the development of new treatments avoids to perform tests
in humans until its very last stage. So, the hypothesized molecular mechanisms fighting the
disease at each phase are extrapolated from different animal models (see Section 1.2.2 for
further details) [339].

When employing binary or categorical tests, the relationship between the drug mecha-
nisms and the outcome could be due to confounded correlations between pairs of outputs
(i.e., marker M is employed as the output of treatment T for two animal models X and Y .
However, output M could be due to the specific T-cell mechanism in model X while in Y is
just a product of the risk factors). Causative mechanisms could more easily remain unknown
under the binary scenario [120, 186, 318]. So, attributing an effect to a specific molecule in
a new drug or to some variation in the composition of a vaccine, would be impossible or
very expensive. Contrarily, when continuous TB characterization models are employed, the
model translation results less uncertain.

Different techniques indirectly allow for the needed continuous assessment of TB. Blood
tests and some culture techniques such as those mentioned above allow obtaining the Colony
Forming Units (CFUs) from a sample [19, 235]. CFUs represent the infectious burden of
a subject but present some limitations: a) In cases of LTBI, the sensitivity is quite low
or nonexistent, b) samples must be taken from several anatomical regions because c) the
measurement is not a unilateral marker and lacks anatomical location. For example, the
same number of units can represent a subject with a large localized infection or a pattern
of a small source of infections in the different pulmonary lobes and even extrapulmonary.
Another alternative is given by the extraction of the lungs (or the region of interest) for
their subsequent dissection and complete evaluation. Even if the method is very exhaustive
and allows to characterize the different manifestations of the disease in relation to their
anatomical location. It is obvious that: a) the longitudinal evaluation of an excised subject is
infeasible; b) it is costly; c) it implies bacteriological risks and d) it does not allow direct
comparison with the disease in humans. The limitations of the different methods highlight
the need to use techniques that: 1) leverage a longitudinal analysis of the subjects; 2) provide
sufficient specificity and sensitivity for the detection and characterization of the different TB
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Fig. 1.3 Life cycle of Mtb. and main tests to characterise the entire disease spectrum. The
inner cycle names the traditional categorical clinical stages of the continuous spectrum of TB
immunological life cycle. Each outer circle represent each TB assessment tests capability.
Blank spaces for lack of sensibility, bicolour ones represent the binary character of the test,
while gradient representation represents the ability to provide a continuous value.

markers and 3) be translational between the different animal models.

Without forgetting that active TB disease requires a microbiological diagnosis, in this
context, the use of in vivo medical images is an almost perfect fit [48, 217]. Different
imaging modalities allow the longitudinal study of the characteristic radiological manifesta-
tions. Longitudinal follow ups provide the required continuous character to the evaluation.
The screening helps to leverage the most accurate TB infection status that is essential to
accomplish the objective of eradicating TB by 20353 [19, 341]. Since each medical image
technique present advantages and disadvantages and given their relevance to this work, an
introduction to the modalities employed for TB assessment are presented in a subsequent
section, Medical Imaging for Tuberculosis Assessment.

32050 attending to the new models [129]
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1.2.2 Project Framework: ERA4TB

The previous sections clearly show how in addition to evolution of the social factors,
the eradication of TB involves characterizing the mechanisms of bacterium propagation
and its interaction with different drugs longitudinally for the continuous improvement of
the compounds. This process is enabled by clinical trials that study infected subjects using
"in-vivo" imaging. The process requires a highly interdisciplinary environment with diverse
scientific profiles ranging from chemists to engineers, biologists and physicians. Namely,
chemist develop new drugs. Engineers work on automatic extraction of imaging biomarkers.
Biologists and physicians come to an understanding of the biological processes involved.
Thus, given the magnitude of the task, it is organized into large projects, especially after the
inclusion of "End TB Strategy" among the SGDs. Specifically, the work presented in this
thesis has been developed within the framework of the European Accelerator of Tuberculosis
Regime Project (ERA4TB) project. ERA4TB is "a public-private initiative devoted to
accelerate the development of new treatment regimens for tuberculosis" through a "platform
based on a progression pipeline that can cater for a variety of molecules at different stages of
development" [76]. To this aim, ERA4TB is divided into modules or Work Packages (WPs)
briefly summarised below, which articulate the needed interfaces during trials, being this
thesis subject framed under WP4:

• WP1, Data and Pipeline Management: The activities in WP1 support the devel-
opment and implementation of a data management (Drug Development Information
Management (DDIM)) platform supporting project efforts. A Graphical User Interface
(GUI) as a portal to the clinical and preclinical data and an image storage repository.
Through the platform, data will be curated, standardized and accessible to researchers.
Besides, the platform will provide a plug-and-play infrastructure to employ the software
analysis implemented, as presented in this thesis.

• WP2, In Vitro Profiling: As the first stage for the characterization of the interactions
between the drug and the bacteria at cell-level, WP2 aims to provide in vitro profiling
capacity needed for both: (1) the preclinical profiling of single drugs and (2) the
knowledge generation pathway of preclinical combos.

• WP3, In Vivo Profiling: After in vitro validation through the methodology instilled in
the platform, WP3 will investigate the efficacy of the identified compounds, alone and
in combination, in experimental animal models, focusing initially on relevant mouse
models mimicking TB pathogenesis in humans. Subsequently, promising regimens
will move to Non-Human Primate (NHP) models for evaluation.

https://era4tb.org/
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The works presented in this manuscript focus on CT volumes analysis of NHP and
mice models to detect similar imaging biomarkers as those described in Medical
Imaging for Tuberculosis Assessment. While the mice model is worth it for the initial
characterization of the compound effects, it does not completely recapitulate the full
range of characteristics of the pulmonary pathology in humans [339]. Experts cannot
visually distinguish between different lesions in the mice model, so they cannot inject
the knowledge into the automation systems. Consequently, the drug evaluation is
approximated by analyzing the lungs as a whole.

Fine evaluation requires NHP models that have been proven to recapitulate relevant
clinical characteristics of the human disease. This is due to the high level of gene
homology, which underlies anatomical, physiological and immunological similari-
ties [154, 245, 272]. These similarities lead to the development of comparable disease
pathology, clinical signs and immune features following Mtb. infection. Animal mod-
els are fundamental for developing novel treatments, as they provide a platform in
which the efficacy of new interventions can be evaluated against infectious challenges.
Longitudinal images of the TB macaque model can be acquired from live animals
using medical imaging systems [63, 180, 273] – e.g., chest radiographs (CXR), com-
puted tomography (CT) and position emission tomography (PET) – and employed to
visualize the evolution of pulmonary disease.

• WP4, Imaging: Imaging technologies are instrumental, enabling translational tools
for drug development. Different modalities are employed to characterize the disease
evolution from single cells to tissue specimens and in vivo subjects; (1) Single-cell
imaging using microfluidic systems will be used to quantify responses to dynamic
exposure to single molecules and drug combinations and to determine the PK (phar-
macokinetic) driver; (2) MALDI-MS (Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization -
Mass Spectrometry) imaging in infected tissues will provide quantitative information
about drug penetration and distribution at the site of action in different types of TB
lesions; (3) PET/CT on infected mice and NHP will provide non-invasive PK/PD (phar-
macodynamic) assessments that will be integrated into response prediction models, in
which imaging biomarkers will be incorporated, in close cooperation with WP5.

• WP5, Modelling and Simulation: WP5 aims to ensure effective translation and ex-
trapolation of experimental findings into clear criteria for selecting candidate molecules
for combination therapy. WP5 includes world-leading partners with expertise in mathe-
matical and statistical modelling and simulation in the field of PK/PD of anti-infective
drugs, ensuring data integration and translation from WPs 1–4 and 6 with the ultimate
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goal of ranking suitable candidate compounds for progression into clinical trials. These
actions facilitate the implementation of an appropriate database /data management
system within WP1 and an efficient workflow for a rational dose selection of single
compounds (monotherapy) and combination therapy to be evaluated in Phase I studies.

• WP6, Preclinical Development: In charge of developing suitable synthetic route for
manufacturing each molecule, and its formulation into Drug Products for later use
in WP7 to study their safety and to evaluate their PK in humans ensuring their rapid
transfer to in-patien trials (Phase II readiness).

• WP7, Phase I. First Time In Humans (FTIH): For each molecule entering Phase I,
WP7 conducts FTIH studies and other Phase I trials on healthy volunteers as needed
(i.e., dose-ranging, single ascending dose, multiple ascending doses, combination
regimen) for the Phase II dossier. Other Phase I trials (i.e., drug-drug and drug-food
interaction studies) could be carried out if prioritised by the development team. FTIH
and other Phase I trials will be designed and developed following EMA guidelines and
to the highest scientific, quality and ethical standards. The final study protocol design
to be implemented for each molecule will consider the recommendations arising from
the integrated PK/PD modelling and simulation performed by WP5.

• WP8, Management, Outreach and Sustainability: This WP provides scientific
guidance and professional project management for solving trade-offs between scope,
time, quality and cost to ensure adequate progress and successful project completion.
Additionally, this WP aims at developing outreach and sustainability strategies for the
long-term maintenance of the ERA4TB platform.

• WP9, Ethics and Data Privacy: This WP aims to define and follow up all the
Ethical and Data Privacy implications to be considered throughout the project in a
cross-sectional way. It also ensures that research integrity is followed across the
project. It also takes care that all its activities fulfil ethical and regulatory requirements
for preclinical experimentation and clinical trials under the applicable local and EU
regulation on ethics and data privacy. A dedicated chapter in the Consortium Agreement
ensures that Ethics and Data Privacy is be a matter for discussion included in all the
routine meetings and decisions of ERA4TB’s governing bodies.
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1.3 Medical Imaging for Tuberculosis Assessment

The main in vivo imaging modalities employed to provide the needed TB longitudinal and
continuous assessment under different scenarios are listed below. Their application is limited
by the quality of the lung images acquired (i.e., SNR, resolution, artefacts). In the most
aggressive cases, TB can attack the majority of the organs (extrapulmonary tuberculosis)
[262, 282, 325]. However, the lung parenchyma is often the most and main damaged region.
Therefore, most studies attempt to characterize the disease progression (or remission) based
on their hypothesis about the evolution of the TB manifestations within the respiratory system.

Ultrasound (US): It is usually used in paediatrics or in the extended clinical environment
where patients cannot remain immobile during the time that image acquisition with
scanners requires. Ultrasound sensitivity is enough for the detection of Pleural Effusion
(see Section 1.3) and extrapulmonary manifestations (i.e., hepatosplenomegaly and
abdominal lymphadenopathy) but lacks the power to show for other main findings
(i.e, differ among granulomas, conglomerations or milary TB, ground glass opacities,
cavities walls) [88, 121].

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI): It is prescribed for extrapulmonary tuberculosis [325,
341]. In addition, due to its non-ionizing nature, it is usually performed for pregnant
women and very young patients. However, the air-like structure of the lung parenchyma
yields a low (received) signal from the tissue, which translates into a poor image con-
trast. Still, it is beneficial in lymph nodes study, abnormalities in the pleura and
caseation (see Section 1.3) [262, 283].

Chest X-Ray (CXR): Together with the previously mentioned sputum tests and cultures
(see Section 1.2.1) form the triumvirate for the initial diagnosis of the disease [24, 217].
Although a wide variety of disease manifestations can be detected and sometimes
localized by CXR images [317], the modality does not provide enough information
to accurately measure them. So, the longitudinal follow up of the disease using
CXR is difficult as the images just provide a planar projection of a 3D volume and
are contaminated by noise. Therefore, CXRs just provide a quick, cheap and rough
assessment.

Computed Tomography (CT): CT allows the acquisition of volumetric images (see Fig.1.4),
providing a more reliable representation of the different tissues, unlike the CXR.
Current high-resolution CTs (HRCT) leverage the characterization of structures at
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Fig. 1.4 The abdomen of a macaque infected with TB: a) Coronal view; b) Axial view; c)
Sagittal view.

submillimetre resolution [84]. This allows the detection and quantification of man-
ifestations that remain hidden under other modalities; for example, Ground Glass
Opacities (GCO), miliary and conglomerated nodules, necrosis in Lymphatic Nodules
(LNs) or other parenchymal lesions.

Positron Emission Tomography-CT (PET-CT): PET addition, normally fluorodeoxyglu-
cose - PET (FDG-PET), to the CT scanner adds to the virtues of the second the
possibility of detecting inflammation and infection through the use of Standardized
Uptake Values (SUVs). Although the use of this technique in TB is currently under
consideration [215, 231], mainly due to the lack of a specific PET radiotracer for TB,
the results to date suggest that PET could be of great help for better measurement of
the Mtb. activity since the additional insights suggest that some manifestations as calci-
fication are not static [232, 314, 339]. This recent discovery could be a breakthrough
for PK/PD modelling which would be fundamental to characterize the response to
drugs administration [232, 314].

Under the listed principles, it is clear that CXR and especially CT, enable the study
of the disease in the most detailed way from its macroscopic lung manifestations (shape,
size, texture, localization, rate of change) to obtain suitable biomarkers which able to
provide a complete spectrum for TB. Fig.1.5 illustrates this idea. Each manifestation is
positioned at the interval of the TB immunological cycle where they typically appear. The
detection and quantification power of CXR and CT turn up by the colours of their inner and
outer circumferences. A brief description of these radiological manifestations is provided
below [38, 217]. Similarly to a clinical radiological description, the standard units of CT
images, Hounsfield Units (HUs) [165] are referred to describe contrast differences within the
TB findings and the rest of the tissues.

• Granuloma or tuberculoma: They are the most characteristic lesions produced by TB
and the essential biomarker during the latent stage. Granulomas are spherical and
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Fig. 1.5 Assessment power for Computed Tomography (CT) and Chest X-Ray (CXR) at
main TB manifestations through the continuous epidemiological cycle of TB. Main TB
manifestations, namely, Lymph Nodes (LN): Enlarged and Calcified, Pleural Effusion,
Ground Glass Opacities (GGO), Consolidation, Cavities: Thin-walled Cavity, Thick-walled
Cavity, Cavity with Consolidation and Cavity with Fluid and Nodules: Granuloma, Calcified
Granuloma, Conglomeration, Tree-in-bud and Miliary nodules, are displayed across the TB
spectrum range where they are usually most common. CT and CXR scan quantification power
per manifestation is showed by the outer and inner toroids surrounding them respectively;
purplish for CT and yellowish for CXR. Gradient colouring toroids yield for detection,
localization and size measurement capacity, solid colour for detection and localization and
solid grey for lack of sensibility of the imaging modality.
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present high homogeneous values on the HU scale. Due to their similar intensity on
this scale to blood vessels and mediastinal tissue, it is easy to classify them incorrectly
(Fig.1.6a).

• Nodule Conglomeration: Adhesion of granulomas usually occurs when the disease
is advanced and not treated. Its structure can be seen in Fig.1.6a. Alternatively,
tuberculomas could appear as randomly distributed micronodules, named miliary TB4.

• Tree-in-bud: It appears when the infection begins to occupy air-like structures (i.e.,
alveoli, airways) during medium and high active stages. For this reason, they are
identified by observing opacities (very bright areas) within the structures, as can be
seen in Fig.1.6b.

• Infiltrate or consolidation: Opacification of air spaces within the lung parenchyma. The
consolidation may be dense and may have irregular, poorly defined, or hazy margins
(see Fig.1.6c).

• Cavity: They are air-filled areas inside granulomas. It originates at the beginning
of the disease in immunosuppressed subjects, in whom the defence mechanisms
cannot contain the infection. First, a proliferative lesion is formed. It has a reactive
inflammatory component around the infectious focus that tends to evolve to necrosis
in the central part. Necrosis is called caseosis because of the whitish appearance
reminiscent of cheese. Cavities are formed when the foci of caseosis are emptied (see
Fig.1.6e). In the most active periods of the disease, the cavity can fill with liquid.

• Ground Glass Opacity (GGO): Refers to an area of greatest attenuation in the lung
with bronchial and vascular damage (see Fig.1.6d).

The CT capacity to represent specific radiological TB manifestations (as shown in the
Fig. 1.6) makes this modality a workhorse for damaged lung assessment [84, 217].

However, volumetric CT image evaluation is complex. The CT scanners high level of
detail comes at the cost of generating large images. Traditionally, the CT volume assessment
is done manually by experts radiologists who face a tedious and time-consuming task,
prone to errors and with a wide intra- and inter-expert variability being their interpretation
subjective [313] ("With great power comes great responsibility"5).

Aforementioned, the development of new drugs requires massive clinical trials, including
different animal models with their corresponding needed lung image analysis, which is
infeasible manually.

4The Miliary term refers to the random distribution of small nodules which is not exclusive of TB disease
5Spider-Man phrase widely attributed to the character Uncle Ben. Amazing Fantasy. vol.15, 1962.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b23wrRfy7SM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amazing_Fantasy
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(a) left) CT image of a subject 13 weeks after being infected. Granulomas (red arrows). Conglomera-
tion (yellow arrow) in the lower part of the right lobe; right) 3D image of the infected lung.

(b) Sample of tree-on-bud pat-
tern caused by TB: (Left)
Zoomed area; (Right) Axial
CT slice.

(c) Sample of the consoli-
dation caused by TB: (Left)
Zoomed area; (Right) Sagittal
slice.

(d) Ground Glass Opacity
(GGO) caused by TB: (Left)
Zoomed area; (Right) Sagittal
slice.

(e) Sample of the cavity caused by TB: (Left) Sagittal slice. The cavity is pointed with a yellow
arrow; (Middle) 3D visualization of the segmented lung (blue) and the cavity (yellow); (Right) Zoom
showing the segmented cavity in yellow.

Fig. 1.6 Radiological Tuberculosis Manifestations
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In this way, the need to develop automatic tools for lung damage assessment, such as
those presented in the following chapters, is obvious.

The following section contextualizes the methodological environment which encapsulates
such tools, introducing the main AI methodology principles from medical imaging and the
most representative approaches.

1.4 Computer Aided Diagnosis: The way to automated quan-
tification

Numerous and varied approaches that use Computer-Aided Diagnosis/Computer-Aided
Detection (CADx/CADe) for medical imaging analysis can be found in the literature, ob-
viously twinned with the advances and trends of AI methods. Indeed, the papers presented
in this thesis redirect AI general-purpose principles to the specific problem of pathological
lung CT image analysis, relying on works with a similar goal developed over the last three
decades. Therefore, this section presents the relevant AI concepts in different applications
that act as scaffolding for the more relevant literature subsequently introduced. The literature
described is extended in each particular chapter on specific goals. In this manner, each
chapter maintains its self-contained organization.

1.4.1 AI Learning Principles with Emphasis in Lung Analysis

From a general perspective, the particular lung imaging analysis question can be treated
as an inverse problem6 that encompasses it within a mathematical framework that provides
answers through different AI approaches (i.e., rule-based models, statistical learning, machine
learning, causal learning). The solutions provided intend to mathematically skeletonize a
physical system from a limited set of N observations:

(x1,y1),(x2,y2) . . .(xi,yi) . . .(xN ,yN), (1.1)

where xi ∈ X and yi ∈ Y are inputs and outputs draws of the system. In the most
frequent case within this thesis, xi are CT images and yi the corresponding segmentation
or diagnosis labels. The inputs and outputs are traditionally treated as independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d) variables, that build up the sample of the random variables
(X1,Y1) . . .(Xn,Yn) with unknown probability distribution, PXY .

6Although many works do not make explicit the resolution of an inverse problem, this framework allows to
characterize them
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Informally contextualized, the physical systems modelled in the works presented in this
thesis correspond to different tasks typically performed manually by radiologists. Thus the
inputs to the system, xi, would correspond to chest CT volumes.Concurrently, experts in the
specific problem field depict the outputs yielded as labels, yi (e.g., binary masks, tabulated
reports), in the best-case scenario. Namely, experiments in which the experts are previously
trained to provide annotations in a specific format for a supervised problem (see below).

Formally, the characterization by the function f must accomplish:

f : X −→ Y (1.2)

being f usually found over some set of functions F under the optimization of a risk or error:

minimize
f∈F

R( f ), (1.3)

representing R( f ) as 7

R( f ) =
∫

L ( f (x),y)p(x,y)dxdy (1.4)

where p(x,y), if PX ,Y admits a density, is its probability density function. L is a loss function
(e.g., Mean Square Error, Cross Entropy) to measure the difference between the system
prediction, f (x) or ŷ, and the real observed output, y. However, since PXY is unknown,
R is approximated in most statistical learning approaches, employing the Empirical Risk
Minimization (ERM), which converges when N tends → ∞ (consistent) [31, 320]. It is
formulated as:

ERM( f ) =
1
N

N−1

∑
i=0

L ( f (xi),yi). (1.5)

Within this context, from the type of observations and the necessary assumptions to
characterize the distribution, PX ,Y , and the model, f , several AI modelling concepts and their
limitations, can be distilled.

Shelling the framework components out, the model, f , defined in eq. (1.2), is naively
identified as the kernel. Usually, in modelling, two stages are distinguished. In the first stage,
features are extracted from the input data to obtain robust representations [22] of each entity
main characteristics. In the second phase, the features are assembled to decide which ones
resembles best the system output. Ideally, the function (1.2) must be bijective.

Thus, the polymorphic mathematical machinery that governs f mutates depending on the
application, giving rise to different algorithms instantiated through their parameters within

7Several derivations of R and L can be found in the literature depending on the methodological framework
(from ML to Bayesian). Indeed, L arise from the assumptions about PX ,Y and f
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the domain F . Despite being this process consisting in determining the most suitable model,
f ∗ ( f ∗ ∈ F ), referred to as learning, highly heterogeneous, some essential principles rule
them.

Each learning principle is closely related to primary AI branches [239], which devel-
opment and transitory predominance are closely linked to the historical evolution of the
computational processing power. The processing gain boost models and their optimization
processes to obtain better representations. Focusing on the learning representation process
and algorithms complexity, two of the three frameworks for the automation of image process-
ing tasks contemplated in this thesis chapters can be distinguished. Namely, the two most
commonly used up to date:

1. Rule-based models: Tentatively, the model encodes the input data through code
statements to obtain the main features (e.g., in image problems: blobs isolation, blobs
roundness, edges orientation in objects). Namely, experts define representative charac-
teristics (input representation) automatically extracted through computer programming
(rules). Consecutively, the features are combined through a heuristically parameterized
model.

While this modelling is hugely advantageous in terms of a) being an unsupervised
process (does not require annotated data for implementation, at least explicitly), b)
usual computational simplicity, and c) explainability (defined below) since all processes
are well-known; the enormous disadvantage is the very low generalization capacity
since expert knowledge is primarily based on perception. Coding perception based
on predetermined rules is highly subjective and data-dependent, which supposes a
constant need for model reparametrization even with slight domain changes in the
input data. The segmentation method presented in Chapter 2 employs a rule-based
algorithm.

2. Machine Learning Models: Contrary to rule-based models, the parameters that
govern the machine learning models are obtained by explicitly exploiting the statistical
dependencies between the features that represent the inputs of the observed sample
(representations) (e.q. (1.1)), modelled as random variables and their outputs (e.g.
E[y| f (x)]), usually under i.i.d. conjecture. Based on different assumptions, many
algorithms are available. All of them relate the available features through a large
number of parameters which are fitted by exhaustive search computation processes to
optimize a cost function (1.4).

Traditionally, handcrafted features are employed to feed algorithms, such as linear re-
gression (LR) [81], Neural Networks (NNs) [174], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [320]
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or Random Forests (RF) [33] among others in the supervised case. Clustering tech-
niques as k-means [28], latent variable models as Expectation-Maximization, etc.,
are implemented in unsupervised setups. The quantification approach of Chapter 2
implements an EM algorithm (see Section Quantifying trough correlation in a closed
environment) (EM) [220]. These features can be similar to those extracted for rule-
based models. However, considering their limitations and the capacity of modern
ML algorithms to work in high-dimensional domains, it is frequent to use as many
features as can be obtained without prior knowledge about their representation ca-
pacities. This approach intersects with radiological imaging in what is referred to as
Radiomics [91, 172].

Radiomics techniques extract numerous quantitative characteristics (e.g., texture fea-
tures [105], scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)) leveraged by digitized radiologi-
cal images. The extracted features are combined to obtain the predictions, Y , that best
suits the statistical assumptions aforementioned. The work presented in Chapter 3 is
an adaptation of radiomics techniques for the detection of the different TB lesions.

These techniques are based on the use of statistical descriptors as features to represent
the input entities. They are difficult to interpret by humans but have been proved to yield
better results than those based on more human-understandable ones [340]. So much
that the classical two-phase modelling approaches (feature extraction + mathematical
modelling) has become a minority in the recent literature through the introduction of
end-to-end models. In this alternative scenario, features are automatically extracted
and combined in a single phase employing Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), which give
rise to the now hackneyed term Deep Learning (DL) [173]. The results with DL have
equalled or overpass human performance for predictive analytics [78, 256]. However,
DL models are usually understood as black boxes [193], which results in trustability
issues, as introduced later in this section.

Following with the dissection of the framework terms presented in equations (1.1)-(1.4),
from the role of the outputs (labels) arise the aforementioned concept of supervised or
unsupervised learning (self-supervised learning, SSL8), depending on whether or not the
model employs system outputs in its design (or to learn the model). Although ML literature
shows better results for supervised techniques, obtaining enough data is not always possible
(e.g., it is not ethical to infect humans with TB to rely on a bigger N). Besides, novel SSL
techniques could be essential for model generalization purposes [47, 124, 302].

8Self-Supervised Learning is more appropriate. As Le Cun points out, unsupervised is a "confusing and
overloaded" term [175].
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Therefore, in the clinical environment with a frequent lack of annotated data, such
techniques represent fresh opportunities [42, 136, 155]. Besides, even when is possible to
obtain good quality annotations, they require expert work for long periods of time which
is an unaffordable cost in many scenarios. Unfortunately, the biomedical environment is
paradigmatic in this case since only a few highly qualified people9 can generate annotations
(i.e., radiologists, pathologists) [200, 309].

The lack of data or data scarcity turns the inverse problem (eq. (1.2)) into an ill-posed
one [249, 320]. Namely, for each realization (xi,yi) that is not in the observed sample,
PXY is not defined. Therefore, untractable and unknown as defined before. Among others
(i.e., Variational Bayesian Methods [29]), a classical way to circumvent this fact fall on
building a more tractable distribution as the conditional probability P(Y |X), relying on
probability theory techniques. Usual ML terms as regression or classification problems
arise from the assumption of such approach, namely, f (x) = E[Y |X = x], being Y = R or
f (x) = argmaxy∈Y P(Y = y|X = x), being Y = Z. Chapter 4 follow this approach for a
multi-task classification problem. Employing just the conditional probability is enough in
specific environments, where unseen datasets present conditional distributions similar to
those employed during model learning.

This aspect is rarely fulfilled in real-world problems, resulting in a lack of generalization
of the proposed model. This concept, which refers to the effectiveness of f to generalize
solutions, is named capacity. It usually depends on the model expressiveness, in the sense
of complexity of functions [60]. In addition to data scarcity, the model capacity is severely
affected by i.i.d. assumption, generally false, broken due to data mismatches (distribution
shifts and selection biases). They occur naturally in the real world and particularly and very
significantly in clinical scenarios, penalizing the robustness of the model. To cope with
this issue is vitally important to analyze the recognizable mismatches, and for this thesis
purpose, how they are extrapolated to clinical datasets. Following the nomenclature given by
Castro et al. [42] (in brackets the nomenclature in traditional ML literature), the following
are reckon10:

Population shift (covariate shift [140]): It refers to the case when the observed realizations
(1.1), employed during model implementation, and the realizations features feeding
subsequent inference processes (predictions over new clinical data), are in separated
regions of their domain (i.e., different age, smoking status, stays at-risk countries, at
samples of subjects included in a TB study).

9Experts’ knowledge is the physical system to be modelled by f .
10Further details, especially how the shifts arise from the causal learning framework can be found in the

remarkable work [42].
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Annotation shift (concept shift [56, 214]): It arises when observed instances belonging to
the same class are labelled differently due to annotators subjectivity (i.e., annotator
experience, class definitions).

Prevalence shift (target shift [343]): It appears in the cases with class balance differences
between observed data and new data.

Acquisition shift (domain shift [247, 271]): Usually, it is due to the use of different scanner
and imaging protocols that introduces spurious correlations in the datasets. For exam-
ple, the same ROI in a CT image, even for the same subject acquired at practically the
same time look different under two CT scanners.

Manifestation shift (conditional shift [310, 343]): Contrarily to the acquisition shift case,
manifestation shift occurs when the system outputs present changes between datasets.

Sample selection bias [118, 299]: Contrarily to the rest of the shifts, in which the mismatch
arises at the data generation process, selection bias occurs at the data collection process.
It happens when the dataset subsampling is not uniform due to some selection criteria
as image quality control or patients admission criteria.

Given the almost constant need of mitigating distribution shifts, a vast recent literature
present methods that favours the model transfer to new Out-Of-Distribution (OOD) samples
(in other words, different datasets). The result is an improved model generalization [150,
247, 347, 348].

Conceptually, this set of methods is coined under the broad term, Domain Adaptation,
closely linked to hackneyed transfer learning [152, 224, 255, 303, 354]. These depend
intimately, and their instantiation has produced almost innumerable options captured in the
literature. Reviewing each particular technique is outside the scope of this work. Still, among
Domain Adaptation techniques, it is noteworthy to mention Data Augmentation given its
widespread use, even before the explosion in the use of DL-based models [75, 136, 246,
289, 306]. Data Augmentation techniques could not properly perform Domain Adaptation
but are included since these augment the joint distribution. Namely, Data Augmentation
intends to alleviate distributions shifts lessening data scarcity by generating new artificial
images (experiment draws) transforming available samples to increase the dataset size and
its quality. The augmented images depend on a priori knowledge about the problem (domain
knowledge [179]) since they should simulate real-world data. To this aim, colour space
modifications, mixing images, projective transformations11, noise addition, patches deletion,

11Generalization framework for DL provided by Geometric Deep Learning [36]
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among other strategies, are taken into account. Even when the data generation process
is mostly unknown, the transformations are inferred using dedicated generative models
[156]. This fact and the nature of the Data Augmentation algorithms, based on classic
transformations or deep generative models (i.e., PixelCNN [230], Variational Autoencoders -
VAEs- [160], Generative Adversarial Networks -GANs- [92], Cycle-GANs [353]) [161, 351],
make Data Augmentation itself an important field inside the AI framework.

The previous paragraphs present several principles for automation of the image analysis
task from the different strategies that exist to approximate the members in eq. (1.4). While
their development and adaptation to particular problems have recently [123, 188, 351]
yielded exceptional and previously inconceivable results, there is still "an elephant in the
room". Namely, how trustable are the predictions and therefore AI for the automation tasks?
Trustability, vital in many complex AI-driven applications, should be a design requirement in
healthcare applications [200, 280, 309] to take a sector with die-hard extended ideas to the
next level. Trustability is an abstract concept that gives rise to various interpretations [138].
For the sake of clarity, in this work, trustability is understood as the addition of two related but
commonly studied independently pillars: uncertainty quantification and explainability [279].
Uncertainty is usually inferred as the measure of confidence in the predictions given by a
model [83, 167, 301]. Again, there are many different approaches to quantifying uncertainty
(specific examples appear throughout the thesis), which intend to characterize the following
sources of uncertainty:

Epistemic uncertainty: This type is due to the model structure and parameters chosen to
explain the available observed data. Usually, epistemic uncertainty reduces when the
number of observed data increases and the complexity of the model decreases.

Aleatoric uncertainty: This type is caused by noise unexplained from the data, which
mainly arise from homoscedastic/heteroscedastic noise and labels overlap. Contrary to
epistemic uncertainty, aleatoric uncertainty is not reducible with extra data. Formally,
it is referred as:

1. Homoscedastic or task-dependent uncertainty: Occurs when the predictions er-
rors variance have the same distribution independently of the input data values. If
a single model is designed to yield more than one prediction/task simultaneously,
each task will have its own homoscedastic uncertainty. Chapter 4 presents an
approach which estimates Homoscedastic uncertainty to optimize the proposed
model loss function.

2. Heteroscedastic or data-dependent uncertainty: Contrarily to Homoscedastic
uncertainty, the variance of the prediction errors depends on the input data.
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Finally, Explainability qualifies the model by estimating the knowledge humans have
about how the model makes a decision [16, 103]. This knowledge allows us to deal with
uncertainty since it enables the following two control procedures: 1) Interventions in choosing
and assembling model mechanisms that better mimic the underlying physical system and 2)
direct interventions on these mechanisms values, which have pronounced beneficial effects
over healthcare applications [128]. Therefore, it is necessary to understand as best as possible
the processes of the DL model. This way, explainability comprehend interpretability, two
terms that are often mistakenly used interchangeably. However, the second one measures
humans ability to predict model outputs given different inputs or model parameters variations
regardless of "why?". Thus, ML-based models, especially in DL, suffer from the "black
box" effect [193, 196, 292] that can be interpretable but hardly explainable. Not surprisingly,
techniques such as disentangling [213, 344, 346] have recently re-emerged in the field to
provide explainability in DNNs. All the concepts above are encapsulated within the novel
in-development paradigm, Causal Representation Learning [191, 275], which is the third
automation framework used in this thesis. The work in Chapter 5 follows a causal approach
for disentangling. Namely,

3. Causal Representation Learning Models: Formally, this paradigm arises from
the interaction of ML and causal inference [90, 198, 242, 275]. As mentioned, the
superior performance of current ML/DL models in predictive tasks for medical imaging
is indisputable. Their success lies in the enormous capacity to extract representations
of the input data that are strongly related to the output observations. However, these
models "are a victim of their success". When modelled naively, ML/DL methods seek
relationships based on a mere statistical correlation on the available data [62, 261].
Since correlation usually appears in biased environments (see dataset shifts above),
generalization and robustness problems emerge, in addition to explainability ones.

To alleviate these problems and at the same time exploit the high capacity of DL
models to extract features, several approaches appear in the literature giving rise to
significant subfields (some of them already mentioned) [100]. We highlight here
three archetypal approaches: 1) Incorporating new terms to the lost function, either
explicit regularizers12 or linked to the particular problem (e.g., including overlapping
coefficients in a medical image segmentation problem) [93, 170, 223]; 2) Including a
Data Augmentation or Domain Adaptation step; 3) Implementing a new architecture
[36, 53, 114, 210, 264].

12In Chapter 5 a novel regularizing technique, Self-Normalizing Neural Networks (SNNs) [164] is adapted to
the medical imaging field
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Regardless of the complexity and usefulness of each approach, these techniques allow
us to limit the vast solutions space, F , that models with millions of parameters can
generated, based on a series of assumptions derived from prior knowledge [27, 321].
For example, from experiments to validate models, it is well-known that parameters
with high specific values are a clear symptom of overfitting. This is controlled by
inserting regularization terms as L1 or L2[28, 187]13. Alternatively, the Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) assume spatial correlation in the input data [74, 342]. As
expected in the neighbourhoods of the images for which, in the automation of their
analysis, the CNN present the best results in the literature. This is said considering
that the penetration of Transformers literature is still low [45, 72, 111].

This set of assumptions or inductive biases [20, 100] is fundamental to the success
of DL models. They delimit the solution space [137]. Namely, they force the model
to find more general representations which intend to hold across different datasets.
Therefore, high-correlated but spurious signals present in shifted datasets used in the
learning phases are not prioritized [10, 42]. However, introducing inductive biases
in models guided by statistical learning may not be enough. Even with enriched
models able to adapt to more environments or different datasets, solutions are build on
the correlations between the representations and the observed outputs of the system
under this framework. Since "correlation does not imply causation"[206], both the
generalization and the explainability of the models are difficult to prove.

Fortunately, this problem is not new in AI. Causal inference theory pioneered by
Judea Pearl [240, 243, 244] and developed during the last 40 years allows finding
causal-effect relationships from the statistical characterization of the observed variables.
However, its integration with DL models is not trivial and is currently a hot topic in
the literature, which adopts the mathematical machinery of causation (calculus of
causation) [241, 312] to enable causal DL models. Thus, we can develop automated
algorithms formalized through causal models based on a priori knowledge (inductive
biases) embedded as causal graphs, structural equations and more [120, 243, 249].

This intersectional framework is still under development and important concepts
beyond the scope of the present work such as identifiability needs to be integrated
[248, 308]. Adopting this framework, it is possible to establish causal models guided
by graphical diagrams. Their high-dimensional input and output mechanisms are
defined by DL architectures. They allow to establish hierarchical models governed

13From a Bayesian perspective, L1 and L2 correspond to adding a Laplacian and Gaussian prior over the
parameters distribution, respectively
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by meaningful variables in the image generation process, as in the work presented in
Chapter 5.

This configuration intends to build the causal knowledge structure defined by Pearl
as "Ladder of Causation" [243]. This structure enables not only the statistical char-
acterization of particular observations from the available datasets but also perform
interventions on the variables that govern the model. Interventions empower counter-
factuals that enable imagined spaces [181, 195]. They are potentially vital in medical
applications [99, 238, 258] to answer questions such as, what would be the evolution
of a damaged lung if the patient had followed a different treatment? What would
happen to a human lung if the treatment only consisted of clinical trials on non-human
primates and mice?.

Summarizing, this section briefly presents several basic principles of AI that are fun-
damental in their intersection with the field of medical imaging and specifically, with the
analysis of damaged lungs. The constant evolution of these principles and the adaptation to
the problem at hand is presented in the following section, through the fundamental papers
published in recent years.

1.4.2 AI in service of CT Pathological Lung Assessment Approaches

The successful use of radiological imaging for diseases assessment falls on the reliability
of the information yielded by imaging biomarkers.. Imaging biomarkers can be of a very
different nature; ranging from the segmentation and measurement of the entire Region
of Interest (ROI) to those extracted by a DNN, including the measurement of specific
manifestations or the characterization of voxel neighbourhoods using statistical descriptors
(radiomics).

While it is true that we can attempt to quantify the damage caused by TB in the lungs
without first isolating them, prior segmentation of damaged lungs is a convenient initial
step to limit the area in which lesions will be located [204]. Following this approach,
we drastically avoid extracting spurious correlation from the ROI context, which harms
biomarker quantification [70, 176, 203] (see Section 1.4.1). Indeed, the segmented ROI acts
as an inductive bias [100].

Moreover, Pathological Lung Segmentation (PLS) is critical for a majority of CADx or
CADe applications [84, 278, 337]. While the quantification of disease-specific lesions is
more a particular problem. For instance, in the case of lung cancer or Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD) the characteristic manifestations to quantify are emphysema,
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fibrosis or specific nodules [109, 119, 147, 277, 304], while for human TB are cavitations,
tree in buds, etc. (see Section Medical Imaging for Tuberculosis Assessment).

Besides, the development of new drugs, ERA4TB project motivation (Project Framework:
ERA4TB), depends on translational biomarkers. Usually there is not a unique correspondence
between human and other animal models TB manifestations or sometimes the radiological
manifestations are not even defined. For that, the correct segmentation of the whole patho-
logical lung represents a suitable alternative.

Given the particular importance of the segmentation problem, it is common in the
literature to categorize the works into those based solely on segmentation or those based on
the extraction of imaging biomarkers for diagnostic, even when the preprocessing includes
automatic segmentation. Adding this fact to the significant concepts introduced through
the section, the relevant literature is examined with a view in: 1) the model f , namely,
a) rule-based models or ML models, meaning, b) radiomics (with or without handcrafted
features) and c) DL models; 2) whether the application aims PLS or diagnosis, and 3) their
capabilities in terms of trustability and generalization as shown in Fig.1.7. The values of
generalization and explainability in Fig. 1.7 depends on qualitative criteria, i.e., the number
and diversity of the datasets, the analysis of the ablation experiments, the ability to generate
realistic synthetic images from random and intervened models. Therefore, the figure provides
an approximate representation of the exact capabilities presented in each paper.

As it is depicted in Fig.1.7, rule-based methods generalize poorly, in contrast to their
trustability. This fact is explained by both the chance to measure epistemic uncertainty in less
complex models and the higher levels of explainability due to the direct injection of expert
knowledge to obtain features as inductive biases. Actually, in a counterproductive manner, it
is common to find models excessively biased to fit a small dataset that describes a particular
pathology in a specific sample as in Abdillah et al. [3].

In general, the complexity of the algorithms grows to reflect the biological heterogeneity
within clinical datasets due to both inter/intra-subject and pathological variability. The
initial approaches, mainly rule-based, focus on the segmentation of healthy lungs using
thresholding algorithms, the simplest inductive bias. These methods extract objects (blobs)
from the distribution of grey values in the image. To this aim, the algorithm attempts to find
the threshold value that best separates the objects of interest (the lungs, in this case).

This technique works well with CT images since these have grey levels associated with
the different tissues of interest. However, the algorithms are very sensitive to noise and
abnormal patterns present in the infected tissue. Thus, it is necessary to apply several
morphological operations to obtain a still sub-optimal segmentation. Thresholding methods
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cannot provide proper segmentation of damaged lungs. However, they represent the first
step for many algorithms. In the literature, we find paradigmatic thresholding works for the
segmentation of healthy lungs, such as the one by Hu et al. [131]. This work solves a simple
problem employing an iterative thresholding model that is easily interpretable. The model is
able to adapt to the different domains of the healthy lung problem much better than most
rules-based algorithms mentioned in Section 1.7, given that they focus on PLS.

To improve the generalization of rule-based models, the algorithms add complexity up by
combining thresholding with region growing techniques [5], as in Shen et al. [286]. However,
the study presents the aforementioned overfitting issue; parameterization fits a particular
dataset (image acquired just from one scanner).

As mentioned, most thresholding techniques focus on the segmentation of the whole lung
since inferring the mechanisms to delimit lesions is much more complex. Even so, there are
approaches for specific cases where thresholding techniques (i.e., segmenting nodules) are
applied for diagnosis. For example, in the work presented by Roy et al. [267].

Continuing with the description of rule-based techniques, we come across region-based
methods such as that of Hojjatoleslami and Kittler [127]. Their method follows a traditional
seeded region growing algorithm. It consists in the evaluation of voxels close to a previously
deterministically established voxel, the seed, and setting a criteria to decide whether the
evaluated voxels belong to the lung region.

The accuracy of this class of methods depends heavily on: a) the correct identification of
significant voxels that can be considered seeds; b) the definition of the neighbourhood, i.e.,
which voxels are close enough to it to be evaluated, and c) the definition of the neighbourhood
resemblance criteria. Thus, human expert intervention controlling all the parameters becomes
frequently essential to achieve appropriate segmentation or diagnostic results as in Farag
et al. [79].

Alternatively, employing techniques halfway between rule-based and ML methods to
improve model expressiveness and therefore generalization is another explored via, such as
Grady [102] where growth is ruled through a Random Walk algorithm.

The next class of rule-based methods are shape-based models. These methods segment
the structure employing an atlas defined or built by experts as Li et al. [182]. An atlas
consists of a lung template for CT images in the present case, containing labels of the
anatomical structures of the regions of interest. This template is aligned, or in the image
processing jargon, registered, with the image to be segmented by optimizing an indicator of
similarity between the two (e.g., the mutual information between the images). Once both
images are aligned, the region of interest is segmented. These methods work well enough
for cases where lesions have not abruptly modified the expected structure. However, in the
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case of tuberculosis, they are often ineffective because the lungs of damaged subjects differ
significantly from healthy lungs.

The last major group of rule-based methods for PLS commonly defined in the literature
are neighbouring anatomy-guided methods. This class of methods uses information about the
structures expected to appear around the organ of interest. For example, the rib cage, the heart
or the diaphragm as in Artaechevarria et al. [14], in the case of the lungs. This procedure
is valuable when the area of interest is so damaged that it is impossible to recognize it. Its
main problem is that it requires that the neighbouring organs are not damaged or affected by
image acquisition artefacts or pathologies to function correctly.

Although the segmentation or diagnosis obtained is better than with less complex methods,
most algorithms do not generalize well. Moreover, it is common to use larger datasets to
adapt the parameters of the system and sacrifice quality for an improvement in generalization
as in the work Kuhnigk et al. [169], Soliman et al. [294]. Thus, most rule-based methods
require the introduction of the Human-in-the-loop (HIL) to refine the results [169].

To avoid this fact, radiomics encompasses both those methods that use a combination
of handcrafted features obtained from the a priori knowledge of the radiologists and those
methods that extract descriptive statistics from the images. In both cases, the features are
extracted from the image input through an ad-hoc method, oppositely to DL methods which
obtain them automatically. Commonly, classifiers use all kinds of features together.

Thus, the different radiomics methodologies presented in the literature are distinguished
by the nature of the features that feed the model, f , and the algorithm that governs it. The
model choice depends on the study of diverse factors related to the nature of the data available
and the capabilities of each model to deal with noise, mismatches, etc.

In general, as hypothesized by the blue shaded area (Fig.1.7), radiomics methods present
an intermediate trustability and generalization capacity. Since features are known, their
importance can be measured through multivariate analysis as in Coroller et al. [59] and
Hawkins et al. [112]. The specific statistical dependencies on each model can also be
exploited to estimate the importance of the features by leveraging uncertainty measures
and explainability. The explainability is conditioned by the features nature too. Thus,
the model design must consider the trade-off between trustability and generalization, as a
consequence of employing human-interpretable features and those that are not but provide
greater expressiveness.

The most up-to-date methodological examples can be found by closely scrutinizing
among "all smoke and mirrors" COVID related works [261]. Thus, in Shi et al. [287],
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) correlated features were
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handcrafted and exploited by a biased version of an RF [33]. It this way, the model was
general enough to work with a multicenter sample achieving a good comparison against
radiologist scores.

RF was the most successful algorithm, in performance terms, until the advent of DL.
Thus, a large part of the literature employs RF models fed by mixed feature sets (texture,
wavelet, handcrafted, etc.) [91, 172]. As it is the case of Tang et al. [305] which exploit both
texture features and the volumes of the regions to be classified or Wilson and Devaraj [331]
which adds wavelets features [260]. In addition, RF is also often used for feature reduction
employing the Gini importance metric [208]. Different approaches select the prediction
most correlated features with an RF in the first stage of the model. Subsequently, they built
a simpler classifier such as an LR, similar to that proposed by Qi et al. [254]. This way,
the model is more interpretive, and its uncertainty is easier to estimate. Oppositely, for
numerous works, the analysis of the features leading to predictions is not the goal. In this
context, Christodoulidis et al. [52] presents an hybrid approach between DL and radiomics
to classify lung tissue patterns by extracting features with a CNN.

There are a reduced number of works in the literature, employing radiomics for PLS.
Algorithms can recognize texture patterns and classify them as parenchymal tissue or not
by setting a threshold for the model metric. However, the fine delimitation of such a region
presents a problem. Most algorithms extract features and assign the same class (tissue, lesion,
etc.) from regular fixed-dimensional voxel neighbourhoods (3x3 for 2D images, 3x3x3 for
image volumes), providing a coarse segmentation. Necessarily, a post-processing algorithm
to provide a finer level of detail is applied as in the work of Liu et al. [189].

Although RF is the classifier most used in recent years for radiomics, classifiers of a very
different nature, such as SVMs based on kernel methods, are also common: Chen et al. [44],
Alam et al. [7] or Singh and Gupta [291]. Since the SVMs performance is similar to other
models and the lack of interpretability caused by the use of kernels, SVMs are less common
in clinical environments.

However, the reluctance to "black box" models have diminished with the surge of DL
models that yield results that far exceed those obtained with previous paradigms. Thus, as
already mentioned, the current state-of-the-art (SOTA) is dominated by DL approaches and
the incorporation of tools to improve their generalization. As a proof, we have the recent
COVID-19 related literature that could serve as a decalogue of the prevailing methodology
concerning the automation of image analysis of pathological lung, even despite its pitfalls
[261] given by the pandemic emergency and the annoying publication bias [139]. Cao et al.
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[39] paper illustrates the capabilities of DL models to detect and delimit specific disease
manifestations using a toy dataset of two cases. Several works employ the ubiquitous U-Net
for segmentation as in Chen et al. [46] or the U-Net three-dimensional counterpart [210, 264]
in the search for abnormalities in lung structure [281]. The U-nets and other architectures, as
the ResNet [114] in the work of Li et al. [183] and Song et al. [296], are sometimes used as
the baseline architecture for detection and classification. Work examples that extend naive
DL models such as the above, incorporating new tools that mitigate the negative effect of
strongly biased datasets (see 1.4.1), include, among others, the work of Zheng et al. [350]
using weak supervision [352] or those of Gozes et al. [101] and Wu et al. [334] adding
explainability to the models by the use of saliency maps [290].

Beyond COVID-related literature, we found essential contributions to the intersection
between automation of pathological lung analysis and DL. Thus, it is very remarkable the
research of Van Tulder and De Bruijne [319]. One of the first works adapting DL-based
representation learning theory to lung CT image processing. To do so, it combines generative
and discriminative models, named hybrid models. This work is before the explosion of deep
generative model’s [92, 160] but still proves the effectiveness of such approaches.

Alternatively, there exists numerous works pioneering PLS tasks using DL. It is worth
mentioning the work of Gao et al. [87] that already employs multiresolution analysis to
address pattern recognition in Interstitial lung diseases (ILD). Also, the paper of Alakwaa
et al. [6] among so many appeared to tackle the cancer nodule detection problem presented at
the Kaggle Data Science Bowl 2017 [149]14. Regarding the generalization problems already
mentioned, it is necessary to point out that the Kaggle challenge was subsequently won by
Liao et al. [185]. They adopted for the medical imaging field, a 3-D Deep Leaky Noisy-OR
Network. Shortly after, Google AI researchers [9] surpassed these results employing a 3-D
Mask R-CNN [116]. However, both applications turn out to be hardly integrable in the
clinical workflow [142].

Continuing with significant work for PLS, the paper by Harrison et al. [108], published
in 2017, presents a remarkable alternative using "progressive and multi-path holistically
nested neural networks" to the U-net architecture. U-Net is still the baseline in the field,
probably because the chance of obtaining similar results to those reported depends more on
the diversity of the data available during learning than the model choice, as pointed out by
Hofmanninger et al. [126].

For this reason, this summary includes innovative work on models that encourage this
generalization, even employing limited datasets. Thus, Gerard et al. [89] paper stands out,
which shows that training a model in several steps allows the use of images of multiple mam-

14https://www.kaggle.com/c/data-science-bowl-2017

https://www.kaggle.com/c/data-science-bowl-2017
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malian species for PLS. A similar strategy to segment human lung lobes in high-resolution
CT images follows Lee et al. [176] work. Likewise, Xie et al. [335] also gives an alternative
to segment lobes on images acquired with a high-resolution protocol. They add structural
relationships that act as inductive biases for the DL model. Finally, the work of Amyar
et al. [8] enriches the model by proposing multi-task learning. Namely, learning the lung
segmentation masks together with the severity degree caused by the pathology. The Chapter
4 follows a multi-task approach for the segmentation of TB radiological manifestations.
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capacity for our purpose.
Note that [131] consider only healthy subjects and [169, 294] are Human-in-the-loop (HIL)
approaches.





Chapter 2

Lung Segmentation and Quantification
with Rule-based Approach

2.1 Coding human perception and expert knowledge

From a general perspective, the specific goal of segmenting and quantifying a pathological
lung image could be seen as the attempt to capture heuristic knowledge from the human
experts to encode it as methods, processes or algorithms to perform the task.

Regardless of whether the knowledge comes as a rule of thumb, intuitive judgments or
educated guesses [239] as in the problem case (from experienced radiologists), the most
traditional way to employ Artificial Intelligence (AI) needed for task automation is through
a set of encoding rules (if A: do B...) [54]; in contrast with Machine Learning (ML),
where the rules are learned from labelled data and/or features prescribed (supervised or
unsupervised learning) or even just the data (e.g., Deep Learning (DL)) employing methods
in the intersection between statistics and computer science (see Section 1.4.1).

This primary approach to AI for CADx/CADe presents some limitations. The encoded
models do not just intend to represent a human-defined procedure (for example, decision
tree protocols) or a well-known shape (e.g., ellipse detection through the Hough trans-
form [73, 130]), but also need to encode the complexity of human perception, which is
loosely defined for this purpose. DL models are based on NNs , which are strongly inspired
in the neurological basis [134, 173]. Taking this into account, it is maybe less surprising that
DL methods, instead of rule-based ones, have recently achieved the most successful results
for perception related tasks [188, 309].

Besides, the expert knowledge cannot be adequately encoded using a set of classic
programming control structures. Usually, users apart from the author are unable to set up the
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proper parameters for a new environment (e.g., new animal model, new acquisition scanner)
(see Section 2.4).

However, we can gain much valuable information employing a rule-based approach. We
can obtain easily informative models for domain-specific problems that, even with limitations,
could be enough in some scenarios.

The use of a traditional methodology at this thesis stage serves a double purpose: 1) to
promote a solution to the problems mentioned above in datasets composed of TB-infected
lungs for different animal models (see Section 1.4.2) and 2) to gain further insight into the
segmentation problem. In this way, we avoid the usual black box effect of the more optimized
but less informative ML/DL most employed models [188, 216, 309], to subsequently enrich
them, by injecting in different ways, as far as possible, the knowledge acquired during this
first approach.

2.2 Rules-based Lung Segmentation Method for a Specific
Domain

As was mentioned in Section AI in service of CT Pathological Lung Assessment Ap-
proaches, segmentation of TB-infected lungs is complex in clinical and preclinical studies.
The expected variability of the pulmonary inflation caused by the respiratory cycle is in-
creased and less predictable than the healthy subjects. This is due to the changes in lung
compliance caused by the disease and the breathing difficulties experienced by anaesthetized
infected animals. Moreover, CT image acquisition in TB animal models is usually performed
on free-breathing animals to avoid the additional level of complexity added by the intubation.
It results in the presence of significant respiratory motion artefacts. This effect produces
fuzzy boundaries, especially in the diaphragm area (Fig. 2.1). Thus, it implies an uncertain
delimitation of the lungs beyond the segmentation technique used.

Manual segmentation of the lungs is subject to wide intra-, and inter-expert variability
in the presence of those fuzzy boundaries [313]. Most of the state-of-the-art methods for
automatic lung segmentation are not designed to deal with the specific problems present
in Mtb-infected lungs under the presence of strong respiratory motion artefacts [204], as
was mentioned before, even under the DL scope (see PLS approaches). They generally
are not able to differentiate between the neighbouring soft tissue and the lesions attached
to the pleura since their density (Hounsfield Units, HU) is similar [209]. Well-known
thresholding methods [131] perform well when extracting healthy tissue but cannot cope
with HU variability. Region-based methods [102, 127] fail in the presence of abnormalities
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Fig. 2.1 (Left) Sample slice from a chest CT volume of a subject infected with Mycobac-
terium tuberculosis. The presence of fuzzy boundaries (white arrow) caused by respiratory
movement artifacts makes it difficult to delimit the lung boundary; (Right) The annotations
performed by the experts are combined to explicitly illustrate the differences and shown with
a red, yellow and green outline, respectively.

and are highly user-dependent. Atlas-based methods [182] fail to obtain a suitable general
model able to capture the singularity of the disease. The more recent approaches are primarily
based on supervised learning methods [340]. They require a large dataset labelled by an
expert to ensure appropriate training and even then, are not free from bias.

In the remainder of this chapter, an automatic pipeline able to segment lungs infected
with Mtb. placing considerable importance on the robust and consistent identification of
fuzzy boundaries is presented. This is our first approach to the segmentation of infected
lungs and follows a traditional rule-based methodology. This method was already published
in the paper, Unsupervised CT Lung Image Segmentation of a Mycobacterium Tuberculosis
Infection Model, [95]. Therefore, most of the content of the following paragraphs were
already presented within it.

2.2.1 Materials

2.2.1.1 Experimental Animals

Male cynomolgus macaques, aged 3 to 4 years, were obtained from an established UK
breeding colony for these studies. Genetic analysis of this colony has previously confirmed
the cynomolgus macaques to be of Indonesian genotype [211]. The absence of previous
exposure to mycobacterial antigens was confirmed. All animal procedures and study designs
were approved by the Public Health England Animal Welfare and Ethical Review Body,
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Porton Down, UK, and authorized under an appropriate UK Home Office project license. All
animal procedures were performed on a facility with biosafety level 3 laboratories.

2.2.1.2 Aerosol Exposure

Macaques were challenged by exposure to aerosols of Mtb as previously described [284,
285]. Mono-dispersed bacteria in particles were generated using a 3-jet Collison nebuliser
(BGI, Waltham, MA, USA) and, in conjunction with a modified Henderson apparatus,
delivered to the nares of each sedated primate via a modified veterinary anaesthetic mask.
The challenge was performed on sedated animals. They were placed within a head out
plethysmography chamber (Buxco, Wilmington, North Carolina, USA) to enable the aerosol
to be delivered simultaneously to measure respired volume. The calculations to derive the
presented dose (PD) (the number of organisms that the animals inhale) and the retained dose
(the number of organisms assumed to be retained in the lung) have been described previously
[107, 284, 285].

2.2.1.3 CT Imaging

Our dataset comprises 63 CT scans of the chest acquired from 9 different subjects at 7
time points (0, 3, 12, 16, 20, 24 and 28 weeks after aerosol exposure to Mtb). The subjects
were treated with different combinations of antibiotics (see Table 2.3) [285]. The chest CT
scans were acquired with a 16-slice Lightspeed CT scanner (General Electric Healthcare,
Milwaukee, WI, USA) with voxel spacing of 0.23 mm x 0.23 mm x 0.625 mm and in-plane
resolution of 512 pixels x 512 pixels.

2.2.2 Methods1

2.2.2.1 Automatic Lung Segmentation

The automatic lung segmentation pipeline is composed of three main steps, as depicted
in Fig. 2.2 and explained in the following sections.

2.2.2.2 Preliminary Lung and Airway Tree Segmentation

Automatic Adaptive Thresholding: The first step goal is to obtain a rough segmentation
of the lungs, including the airway tree, similarly as was introduced by Hu et al. [131] by sep-
arating air-filled structures (i.e., healthy parenchyma, stomach, airways, image background)

1The C++/ITK [146] code implementation for the methodology description can be found under the Tuber-
culosis Lung Segmentation (TLS) GitHub repository

https://github.com/BIIG-UC3M/TLS-Piped
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Fig. 2.2 Automatic lung segmentation pipeline: (a) Source chest CT volume; (b) 3D rendering
of the air-like structures detected in the image using automatic adaptive thresholding; (c) 3D
rendering of the preliminary lung and connected airways segmentation obtained using a set
of topological operations based on the position of all pre-segmented structures; (d) Isolated
airways tree extracted with a propagating wavefront approach; (e) Axial slice of the final
lung segmentation in which the lesions caused by Mtb and attached to the pleura have been
included and the motion artefacts discarded; (f) 3D rendering of the final lung segmentation
including healthy parenchyma, the damaged parenchyma and the blood vessels.

from more dense tissues in the whole image volume (Fig. 2.2 (a) and (b)) in which a bi-modal
histogram distribution is expected, especially for healthy lungs, by finding a threshold T
given by the iterative equation 2.1.

Ti+1 =
µa +µna

2
, (2.1)

where µa y µna are the average intensity of voxels below and above T for the iteration i. The
find ends once Ti+1 = Ti. While this method have been widely employed in several studies is
quite biased as is based in a unreal assumption (inductive prior) for this work environment:
volumetric images to segment present big and isotropic Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR).
Since the study images present movement artefacts as was mentioned before (see Fig. 2.1),
Hu et al. method was discarded in favour of Otsu method [233, 316]. Otsu’s method adapt
the classic Fisher Linear Discriminant (LD) [28] for image thresholding. To this aim, the
algorithm assumes the existence of a bimodal (two Gaussians) distribution (air-like and non
air-like structures), two tissue classes (c = [1,2]), and minimize the within-class variance,
e.g: s2

1 + s2
2, while maximize the separation between the class means (SB), e.g: (m2 −m1)

2,
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minimizing the class overlap under an optimized T as follows:

argmax
T

(m2(T )−m1(T ))2

s1(T )2 + s2(T )2 , (2.2)

being

mk(T ) =
1

Nk
∑

v∈k(T )
I(v) s2

k(T ) = ∑
v∈k(T )

(I(v)−mk)
2, (2.3)

where I(v) is the image intensity value (HUs) at voxel v and Nk the number of voxels
belonging to class k.

Rib Cage Extraction: Although the literature contains robust approaches to rib cage
and sternum segmentation [151, 190, 298], it was not necessary for our purpose— and
beyond the scope of the present study— to implement a highly accurate and time-consuming
segmentation. Instead, we used a simple technique, which, although unable to capture each
bone’s specific shape, was good enough to establish a convex hull for the ribcage. First, we
defined voxels with a value similar to the rib cage bones (over 900 Hounsfield units (HU))
as seeds. Then, we perform region-growing segmentation using the criteria given by the
confidence connected segmentation method [250].

Connectivity and Topological Analysis: In order to isolate the lungs from the rest of the
segmented air-filled structures, as described in [15, 178], we utilized the differences in size
and anatomical location of the hidden objects as follows: a) excluding the objects located
outside the convex hull formed by the partially extracted ribcage (Fig. 2.2, as those which a
volume less than 10 mm3 (c)) and b) selecting as lung tissue, the structures at the minimal
Euclidean distance to the ribcage centroid.

2.2.2.3 Airway Tree Extraction

Due to the intricate morphology of the airway tree, a specific algorithm was needed to
extract it from the overall lung volume (Fig. 2.2 (d)). Our approach adapted a method based
on modelling a propagating wavefront through the trachea, as introduced by Schlathoelter et
al. [274] and extended by Bulöw et al. [37]. The implementation described in the following
sections focuses on leakage detection, which is usually a significant problem for the men-
tioned approaches.

Trachea detection and initialization: The origin of the trachea is detected using a slice-
by-slice search for the first isolated, air-filled area with a diameter from 5.5 mm to 8.5 mm
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Fig. 2.3 Airway tree extraction workflow. Step 1: Trachea seed detected by morphological
analysis of the HRCT slices; Step 2: The trachea section is initialized by adding the neighbor-
ing voxels to the seed, thus creating a dome; Step 3: Spherical wavefront propagation ruled
by the algorithm [37, 274]; Step 4: Check for bifurcations and leakages of the wavefront into
the lungs; Step 5: The resultant isolated trachea after propagation.

(depending on the animal’s weight [251]) and a roundness above 0.9. The centre of mass
(highlighted in green in Fig. 2.3-Step 1) is chosen to be the seed to form a dome, including
the surrounding voxels and emulating a spherical wave.

Wavefront Propagation: The wavefront propagates, and the decision on whether to
add voxels from the neighborhood (segments) is based on a 3D fast marching level set
algorithm, which is ruled by the time step and two thresholds as defined in Artaecheverria et
al. [13, 65, 82]:

• Ti = µs +α ·max(σs−1,σs−2) for the similarity between a voxel and its neighborhood,
where µs is the mean intensity of the neighborhood voxel, σs−1 y σs−2 the standard
deviation of the voxels added HUs at the two previous iterations and α the propagation
factor.

• and Ts for the intensity gradient given by the evaluated voxel and its neighborhood
computed using a three-dimensional Sobel filter.

After each propagation step, the dome shape is checked to detect possible bifurcations and
the presence of leakages. If these are detected, the propagation of the current wavefront ends,
thus defining a segment. If a bifurcation is found, two new wavefronts are initialized.

Bifurcation Detection: The algorithm exploits the expected wavefront shape to determine
when a bifurcation occurs. The following rule is used: if ra > β · re, then mark that a
bifurcation has occurred. The parameter ra is the actual radius of the dome, re the expected
radius and β a scalar factor (commonly chosen between one and two).

Leakage Detection: Owing to the presence of partial volume effects, beam hardening,
motion artefacts or low-radiation induced noise, the contrast between the airway lumen and
the walls might become insufficient to guide the segmentation. Consequently, the wavefront
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could leak into the lungs. Two control mechanisms are implemented [13]: (a) The number
of newly generated wavefronts after bifurcation is restricted to two. As a larger number
generally indicates that several small segments are growing next to each other; this is a
common indicator of leakage; (b) To be accepted, a fully grown segment needs to comply
with three restrictions as measured by the growth rate, the compactness and the differences
between wavefront sizes.

The Growth Rate, GR, indicator evaluates whether the waveform has propagated uni-
formly. It is defined as:

GR =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

|Wi|
|Wi−1|

< TGR, (2.4)

where |Wi| is the number of wavefront voxels at propagation step i, N the number of
propagation steps and TGR a threshold. Commonly, TGR is chosen slightly larger than one.

The Discrete Compactness, C [35], is computed as:

C =
n− A

6
n− ( 3

√
n)2 > TC (2.5)

where n is the number of voxels of the solid volume, A is the segment surface area and
TC is a threshold defined to separate correct from incorrect segments. The typical range for
TC is [0,1].

Finally, the difference between the sizes of the last (WLast) and the first (WFirst) wavefronts
is also computed and compared with a threshold TW because a large difference (over 10%) is
a typical sign of leakage:

|Wlast −Wf irst |< TW (2.6)

2.2.2.4 Morphological Closing and Fuzzy Boundaries Evaluation

The last step of the automatic lung segmentation procedure is a refinement process to
include missing lesions attached to the pleura and remove the fuzzy boundaries produced by
the respiratory motion artefact.

Morphological 3D Hole Filling: Holes, defined as black voxels of the mask that are
not connected to the boundaries of the lung segmentation, are removed with an iterative
hole-filling filter using the approach described in Janaszewski et al. [144] (see Fig. 2.4
(b)). At each iteration, a hole neighbourhood (1mm x 1mm x 1mm) was evaluated to add new
voxels to the mask. It is important to remark that the parameters driving the morphological
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Fig. 2.4 Lung segmentation evaluation workflow illustrated using a sample sagittal CT slice
multiplied by its lung mask: (a) Axial slice of the segmented lung obtained after the Lung and
Airway Segmentation and Airway Extraction processes showing holes (black areas inside the
parenchyma) and fuzzy boundaries (in yellow); (b) Segmentation after the 3D morphological
hole filling process including the holes enclosed by the lung parenchyma; (c) Seeds extracted
on the eroded lung surface both in fuzzy boundaries (in yellow) and in TB lesions attached
to the pleura (in red); (d) Respiratory motion artefact in the diaphragm area (in yellow) and
TB lesion mask (in red) extracted by the combined level set and active contour approach;
(e) Final segmentation in which the lesion attached to the pleura has been included and the
fuzzy boundaries excluded.

operations are fixed based on the prior knowledge about the subject’s anatomy (see Experi-
mental Animals), and its value is kept the same for all CT volumes.

Fuzzy Lung Border Segmentation and Evaluation: We specifically propose excluding
movement artefacts and including lesions attached to the pleura in our lung segmentation
using level sets and active geodesic contours [41], which have proven successful in similar
tasks [79, 300]. First, the lung surface was extracted from the mask obtained after the
morphological 3D hole-filling process: the lung surface was computed as the subtraction
of the mask, and an eroded version was computed using a kernel of 1 mm radius. Then, to
obtain the seeds automatically for the level-sets algorithm, we assumed that the fuzzy regions
(lesions or respiratory movement artefacts) had the highest values at the lung boundary (see
Fig. 2.4 (b)). Therefore, the seeds are chosen to be the outliers (or less probable values) of
the intensity distribution at the previously delimited lung boundary (see Fig. 2.4 (c)). We set
a voxel, vi, as the seed based on the following criteria:

vi ∈ seeds ⇐⇒ I(vi)≥ µsp +2.5σsp ∀vi ∈ spborder (2.7)

where I(·) is the voxel intensity, sp represents the segmented lung parenchyma obtained as
the output from the morphological hole-filling routine, spborder corresponds to the boundary
voxels, and µsp and σsp are the mean and standard deviation of the intensities of the voxels
within spborder, respectively. Assuming a Gaussian distribution of the intensities and setting
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the number of standard deviations from the mean to 2.5, we retain 0.65% of the voxels
(one-tail, highest values), to capture just a few reliable outliers.

These seeds were used to create the initial contours for the fast marching level sets.
Several seeds could be placed at a given fuzzy boundary, but the level sets will expand,
evolving into complex shapes and merging since the intensity gradient is smooth. However,
the level sets placed on the fuzzy boundaries do not merge with those placed on the lesion
areas, as can be observed in Fig. 2.4 (c), where the intensity gradient was too large.

Several coarse level sets were obtained as output. These were used as initial contours (x0)
for the geodesic active contour algorithm [41]. Namely, a contour was fitted to the region
ruled by the following partial differential equation (PDE):

∂Ψ

∂ t
=−αA(x) ·∇Ψ−βP(x)|∇Ψ|+ γZ(x)κ|∇Ψ|, (2.8)

where Ψ is the level set, x is a point of the contour, A(x) controls the advection, P(x) is
the propagation and Z(x) is the spatial modification of the mean curvature κ; α ,β and γ are
scalars which module each term of the contour evolution. Their value was heuristically set to
α = 1.0, β = 0.25, γ = 2.0. The outputs were refined level-set contours for both the lesions
and the fuzzy boundaries. Once the contours were determined, lesions were discriminated
from artifacts based on the prior morphological information: contours with a sphericity over
0.85 were selected as lesions and included within the segmented lung (see Fig. 2.4 (d)).

2.2.3 Lung Segmentation Evaluation

The quality of the automatic segmentation for medical imaging applications is commonly
estimated with respect to a manually or semi-automatically generated ground truth. The most
commonly used evaluation measures are computed as an average of the intersected volumes
between both segmentations (i.e., Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC)) [203, 227]. For our
application, suitable values of the measures could be misleading [259] if relatively small
volumes at the fuzzy boundaries (i.e., lesions, respiratory motion artefacts) are incorrectly
segmented. In those cases, the perceived decrease in quality given by the measure will
be minor, but these errors in lung segmentation would generate considerable bias in the
subsequent quantification of disease burden.

To mitigate this issue in evaluating the goodness of the proposed lung segmentation
method, we use the procedure described below to select the slices that most probably have
fuzzy boundaries. Rough segmentations of the lungs were semi-automatically computed in
63 subjects using an in-house platform [236] created explicitly for the interactive segmen-
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tation of TB-infected lungs. To segment the lungs using the platform, the user specifies at
least 1 seed in the centre of the left lung and right lung. The segmentation then propagates
employing a region-growing algorithm. The user can manually specify frontier surfaces to
prevent the segmentation from reaching adjacent air-filled regions. The platform has added
functionalities to enable manual correction of the results. Once the lungs are interactively
segmented, the Hausdorff distances between the automatic lung segmentation obtained
before and after the refinement step with respect to the semi-automatic segmentations are
computed. The differences in the Hausdorff distances are due to the corrections performed by
the refinement routine. The differences point out to those slices in which the segmentation is
more uncertain due to the variability introduced by each subject and the disease course. We
then choose the 156 slices with the most considerable differences in the Hausdorff distance
to build a surrogate ground truth, as described in detail in Appendix A.1.

Three experts interactively segmented the selected slices, paying particular attention to
the boundary delimitation. The very accurate segmentations obtained were then combined
by consensus to provide a surrogate ground truth [328]. Characterization of the agreement,
computing the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), between the lung segmentation
performed by the experts showed excellent consistency (details can be found in Appendix
A.2).

The individual expert segmentations and the surrogate ground truth are compared with
the proposed method (refined -Ref-) and two other approaches intended for healthy or slightly
damaged lung segmentation. Namely, the aforementioned manual segmentation (referred to
as semi-auto -Semi-) and the traditional fuzzy connectedness–based lung segmentation (re-
ferred to as FC), which has a publicly available open-source software lung segmentation tool
(http://www.nitrc.org/projects/nihlungseg/) [202]. For the latter, we used the best performing
manual seeding mode, as recommended by the authors, for refining segmented region maps,
namely, filling holes with a 0.44 mm-diameter binary filter and checking fuzzy connectedness.

The similarity is measured as both volume overlap and distance between surfaces with
the following metrics: Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), Hausdorff distance (HD), Hausdorff
distance averaged (HDA), false-positive error (FPE), false-negative error (FNE) and volume
dissimilarity (V D). The HD and HDA measures are indicators of a given method’s ability
to delineate the tissue boundaries. The FPE, FNE and V D indexes provide additional
information for the volume overlap measured by the DSC. In particular, FPE is related to
over-segmentation, FNE to under-segmentation and V D, evidently, to volume differences.

http://www.nitrc.org/projects/nihlungseg/
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To better understand the measures dispersion, box plot charts for each similarity index
are also obtained. The dispersion characterization of the similarity indexes is particularly
interesting in our case, owing to the complexity of the dataset used. We refer to each compar-
ison between a method and the surrogate ground truth for a given similarity index specifying
the method as sub-index (e.g., DSCRe f . refers to the median DSC of the comparison between
the refined segmentation and the surrogate ground truth).

Finally, we studied the statistical significance of our results to assure the objectivity of
our conclusions. For each evaluation metric and each reference segmentation, the outputs of
the three segmentation methods were compared using a paired t-test. A p value below 0.05
was considered statistically significant.

2.2.4 Results

2.2.4.1 Qualitative Results

Fig. 2.5 illustrates the computed lung segmentation on a representative slice from those
retained (i.e., those in which the segmentation is most uncertain). The segmentations
corresponding to the semi-automatic approach (panel c) are subject to over-segmentation: the
delimitation of the lungs goes beyond the lung parenchyma, including respiratory movement
artefacts. As per the FC approach (panel d), we observed that several lesions, independently
of their localization, were not included in the segmentation due to the method’s lack of
sensitivity to those areas. The amount of over- and under-segmentation (highlighted in red
and yellow, respectively) caused by the proposed method was reduced with respect to the
other two approaches.

2.2.4.2 Quantitative Results

Fig. 2.6 shows the box plot charts for each similarity index of the refined (Ref), the
semi-automatic (Semi) and the fuzzy connectedness lung segmentation (FC) against the
manual annotations performed by each expert (Exp. #) and the consensus surrogate ground
truth (Maj.). The numerical results are provided in Table 2.1. The refined segmentation
provides the most similar results with respect to the experts’ delimitation and, thus, with
respect to the surrogate ground truth. In this sense, the proposed method achieves the largest
volume overlap, as reflected by the DSC (mean DSCRe f = 0.933; median DSCRe f = 0.943).
The second best-performing method, the FC, which was intended for the segmentation of
slightly infected lungs, presents a close mean DSC (mean DSCFC = 0.926) but more distant
median DSC (median DSCFC = 0.922). Our method achieves much lower distances (HD
and HDA) with respect to the surfaces of the surrogate ground truth than the others (between
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Fig. 2.5 Sample lung segmentations on a representative slice (a) corresponding with the
surrogate ground truth (b), the semi-automatic segmentation (c), the fuzzy connectedness
segmentation (d), and our proposed method (e). The regions in which there is overlap
with the surrogate ground truth are colored in green, the false-positive errors in red and the
false-negative errors in yellow.

1.2 and 5.1 mm with respect to the median (HDRe f = 5.537 mm) and between 2.8 and 11
mm with respect to the average value (HDRe f = 8.642 mm)). The method presents similar
rates of under- and over-segmentation, around 6%. In contrast, the semi-auto approach
achieve a larger over-segmentation rate (median FPESemi = 15%, mean FPESemi =16%) but
a much smaller under-segmentation rate (median FNESemi = 0.2%, mean = 0.6%) while
the FC method provide the opposite results (mean FPEFC = 2.4%, median FPEFC = 2.2%,
mean FNEFC = 11% and median FPEFC = 10.4%). These imbalances make the differences
between the volumes obtained by the experts (consensus) and those obtained with the semi-
automatic and the fuzzy connectedness methods much higher than those measured for our
approach. The volume dissimilarity index for the latter is close to zero in all cases (mean
V DRe f = 0.026, median V DRe f =−0.0009). All the differences as illustrated in Fig. 2.6, are
statistically significant except for the HDA index on the Refined and FC segmentations when
Expert 2 is used as reference.

Fig. 2.7 displays DSC, HD and HDA plots over the slices arranged in ascending order as
given by the DSC of the semi-automatic segmentation with respect to the surrogate ground
truth. The data have been filtered following the locally weighted scatterplot smoothing
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Fig. 2.6 Boxplot charts for the similarity indexes: (a) Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC); (b)
Hausdorff Distance (HD); (c) False Positive Error (FPE); (d) Volume Dissimilarity (VD); (e)
Hausdorff Distance Averaged (HDA); (f) False Negative Error (FNE). The lung segmentation
obtained with the proposed method (refined) is compared with the semi-automatic (semi-auto)
and the fuzzy connectedness approaches in the individual expert annotations (Exp. 1, Exp. 2
and Exp. 3) and the surrogate ground truth obtained by the expert consensus as explained in
the A.1 (Selecting CT Slices With The More Uncertain Boundaries). The asterisks over each
group of boxes indicate statistically significant differences between the lung segmentation
methods compared: p < 0.05 ≡ ∗, p < 0.01 ≡ ∗∗ and p < 0.001 ≡ ∗∗∗.

(LOESS) [55] model in order to achieve a better appreciation of the patterns and the differ-
ences between the approaches. The DSC plot shows that the gap between the proposed and
the semi-automatic method (about 10% for the first slice) decreases as we move towards
higher DSC slice values, while the difference with the FC method remains relatively stable.
The HD index corresponding to the proposed method is smaller than the other methods for
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Expert Comparison DSC±σDSC HD±σHD HDA±σHDA FPE ±σFPE FNE ±σFNE V D±σVol.Dis
Semi-Auto 0.904 ± 0.04 18.741 ± 14.78 0.206 ± 0.25 0.167 ± 0.07 0.007 ± 0.03 -0.179 ± 0.10

FC 0.926 ± 0.04 12.768 ± 12.79 0.105 ± 0.14 0.028 ± 0.03 0.112 ± 0.07 0.092 ± 0.08Exp. 1
Refined 0.931 ± 0.03 8.801 ± 7.37 0.093 ± 0.11 0.059 ± 0.04 0.074 ± 0.06 0.017 ± 0.10

Semi-Auto 0.891 ± 0.04 17.448 ± 14.66 0.159 ± 0.23 0.106 ± 0.07 0.013 ± 0.03 -0.101 ± 0.09
FC 0.901 ± 0.04 12.346 ± 12.24 0.111 ± 0.13 0.015 ± 0.02 0.167 ± 0.07 0.170 ± 0.09Exp. 2

Refined 0.920 ± 0.04 9.576 ± 7.95 0.117 ± 0.15 0.033 ± 0.04 0.118 ± 0.08 0.095 ± 0.11
Semi-Auto 0.889 ± 0.04 19.835 ± 15.19 0.235 ± 0.27 0.193 ± 0.07 0.005 ± 0.02 -0.212 ± 0.09

FC 0.919 ± 0.04 13.993 ± 13.44 0.116 ± 0.15 0.052 ± 0.04 0.105 ± 0.06 0.059 ± 0.09Exp. 3
Refined 0.931 ± 0.03 8.825 ± 7.43 0.089 ± 0.09 0.059 ± 0.06 0.075 ± 0.05 -0.016 ± 0.10

Semi-Auto 0.909 ± 0.04 18.674 ± 14.81 0.199 ± 0.25 0.16 ± 0.07 0.006 ± 0.02 -0.171 ± 0.09
FC 0.926 ± 0.04 12.786 ± 12.85 0.103 ± 0.14 0.024 ± 0.02 0.116 ± 0.06 0.101 ± 0.08Maj.

Refined 0.933 ± 0.03 8.642 ± 7.36 0.091 ± 0.11 0.054 ± 0.04 0.077 ± 0.06 0.026 ± 0.09

Table 2.1 Overall performance of the refined, the semi-automatic and the fuzzy connectedness
(FC) lung segmentation against the manual annotations made by each expert (Exp. 1, Exp. 2
and Exp. 3) and the consensus surrogate ground truth (Maj.). Mean, and standard deviation
are provided for each index. For the surrogate ground truth, the best performing method
is highlighted in bold for each index. Note: Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), Hausdorff
distance (HD), Hausdorff distance averaged (HDA), false-positive error (FPE), false-negative
error (FNE) and volume dissimilarity (VD).

all the slices. The improvement is 5−10 mm with respect to the Semi-Automatic approach
and 0.5− 7.5 mm with respect to the FC approach. Finally, the HDA index exhibits an
exponential decay for all the methods.

Fig. 2.7 Dice similarity coefficient (DSC), Hausdorff distance (HD), and Hausdorff distance
averaged (HDA) plots along the slices sorted in ascending order based on the DSC of the
semi-automatic segmentation with respect to the surrogate ground truth. Data have been
filtered with the locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOESS) model. The 95% confidence
interval is drawn as a shadow of the same colour as the corresponding line.
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2.2.5 Discussion

The experiments performed reveal substantial improvements when an input volume is
processed through our pipeline. As expected from a method focused on improving boundary
detection, the Hausdorff distance is significantly smaller than other methods while presenting
reasonably good results for the volume overlap measures. This behaviour is explained by
the ability to reject fuzzy boundary artefacts while retaining most of the damaged tissue
(especially the lesions attached to the pleura). Since the Hausdorff distance computes the
maximum among the minimal distances for all points in the two surfaces compared, small
changes when delimiting a complex shape (such as those generated by the diseased lung)
result in large Hausdorff distance values. Fortunately, the boundaries created by our method
are consistent and stable, and inaccuracies in the boundary delimitation are less frequent.
Moreover, improved delimitation enables the target volume to be filled more accurately, as
reflected in the DSC values.

For the macaque model context, where the lung segmentation is a preparatory step
for quantifying the TB lesions burden during the disease, these small differences are vital.
Especially, for relapse models in which small lesions are regularly the most often ones. High-
quality segmentation is critical in the early stages. The sensitivity given by the radiological
images is crucial when assessing latent tuberculosis due to the small parenchymal damage
associated with this stage of the disease. Therefore, the fact that the advanced method
achieves the lowest Hausdorff distance measured by far in almost all the slices (Fig. 2.7)
is a major step towards the proper quantification of disease burden, even with the current
dispersion of the measure. This dispersion is mostly due to the intrinsic noise inherent in
the delineation of complex slices. Thus, it is likely to appear in any segmentation method,
including manual delineations [313]. In the Section A.2, the inter-agreement differences
between the experts’ delimitation are presented. They show a good intra-class correlation
coefficient (ICC) for the overall surface delimitation (HD = 0.88, HDA = 0.85) and lower
values for the volume indicators of performance (DSC = 0.74, FPE = 0.71 and FNE = 0.6).
The fact that small variations in delineation produce large dissimilarity values is even more
obvious for the Hausdorff distance averaged. Although, as observed in Fig. 2.6, the values
of this measure are much smaller than the Hausdorff distance. Many outliers are present
due to the relatively large distance between the surfaces corresponding to pairs of compared
segmentations at several slices within the data set.

The more conservative segmentations are those provided by the fuzzy connectedness–based
method and our proposal. They perform better in terms of HD and HDA (Fig. 2.5). Hence,
the segmentations they provided are more suitable for subsequent quantification of the TB
lesion burden.
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It is important to emphasize that our method achieves a good balance between false posi-
tive and false negative errors, in contrast to the semi-auto segmentation results, which show,
on average, 15% over-segmentation. The lung segmentation includes fuzzy regions, which
will contaminate the subsequent analysis. In contrast, the FC segmentation is excessively
conservative. It presents a tiny percentage of over-segmentation and 15% false-negative
errors on average for the most uncertain slices in the dataset. Thus, it potentially generates a
misleading evaluation of TB infection. Although the advanced method balances out possible
errors, it still exhibits 5% false negative errors on average, which could still influence the
quantification of disease burden, although less severely than the FC method.

The information from the error types makes it possible to explain the volume dissimilari-
ties shown in Fig. 2.6. The semi-auto method presents the previously mentioned problems of
over-segmentation, which account for the almost parabolic shape of the HD when the DSC
increases in Fig. 2.7. The method presents a limit (at the parabola vertex), from where the
segmentation is unable to fill the region of interest without growing beyond. Thus, the method
presents a few slices with better overlap (DSC) than the proposed approach at the expense of
losing sensitivity at the boundaries. Consequently, the HD remains flat, between the 90th
and the 120th slice, only to increase dramatically afterwards, while a suitable segmentation
should decrease or, at least, keep a constant low distance. The HD plot for the FC method
in Fig. 2.7 presents similar behaviour to the semi-auto method, albeit for different reasons.
As illustrated with the examples in Fig. 2.5, the FC method misses an important part of the
volume-of-interest, resulting in considerable volume dissimilarity (see Fig. 2.6). Although
the DSC trend in Fig. 2.7 is flatter than the one corresponding to the semi-auto method, it
also presents a parabola vertex, which indicates an inability to capture the intricate shape of
the selected surrogate ground truth. In contrast, the refined method shows a negligible value
of volume dissimilarity (see Fig. 2.6) and a much less marked parabola shape (see Fig. 2.7).
To further improve the accuracy of the lung segmentation, it could be much more appropriate
to use novel indicators of segmentation performance more closely associated with the ulterior
quantification than the overlap and surface indicators. They are clearly of limited validity
owing to the variability of human criteria during the segmentation process [259]. To this aim,
we have introduced a quantification method, presented in the subsequent section Quantifying
trough correlation in a closed environment, which makes use of the proposed pipeline for
lung segmentation and that presents satisfactory results [94]

The framework allows re-parametrization to other models (e.g., mice, humans) by fine-
tuning of the parameters as shown in Table 2.2. As was mentioned at the beginning of the
chapter, this hyper-tuning process would not probably achieve the best possible results given
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Table 2.2 Pipeline process (first column), algorithm (second column), parameters (third
column) and their values (fourth column).

Section Parameter Value
Adaptive Thresholding Otsu Threshold Auto.

Rib Cage Extraction Seeds > 900 HU
Preliminary

Lung
Segmentation Connectivity and Topological Analysis Min. Object size 10 mm3

Trachea detection
Expected Perimeter 5.5−8.5 mm

Roundness > 0.9

Wavefront Propagation

Time Step 0.8
Ti −625 HU
Ts 2.5
α 1.4

Bifurcation Detection β 2

Leakage Detection
TGR 1
TC 0.72

Airway
Tree

Segmentation

TW 10%
Morphological 3D Hole Filling Kernel Radius 1 mm

Fuzzy Lung Border Segmentation

α 1.0
β 0.25
γ 2

Closing
and

Fuzzy
Boundaries

sphericity > 0.85

the SOTA DL methods available (see Rule-Based Methods Under Unseen Domains & Lack of
Generalization). Nevertheless, the proper understanding of each parameter function provides
instrumental knowledge for prospective segmentation models. Thus, to improve the results
and extend the framework to the segmentation of extremely damaged lungs, within this thesis
(see chapters Deep Learning for TB Manifestation Classification and Translational Lung
Imaging Analysis Through Disentangled Representations), AI/DL techniques are examined
and developed. These implementations shown promising results for segmentation, besides
further developments are introduced to cope with common limitations for DL models like
the loss of resolution [108]. These limitations impede the proper identification of boundaries,
biases (Section 1.4.1), and results in the need for a large refined ground truth [266], which
results quite challenging to obtain. To get the best labels (segmentations) to train the DL
models introduced in the thesis, the unsupervised segmentation volumes obtained with
the tool presented in this chapter are reviewed and corrected when necessary by experts.
Sustantially minimizing in this way the time invested by them to create a good Ground Truth,
especially in comparison with the use of the tools mentioned above (see Section 2.2.3).
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2.3 Quantifying trough correlation in a closed environment

As mentioned several times before, automatic segmentation is a big step [84]. How-
ever, the final goal is the implementation of techniques for the characterization of TB as a
continuous spectrum employing radiological images given its sensitivity for findings TB
manifestations [217, 235] (see Fig. 1.5). Therefore, identifying biomarkers to ease the ra-
diologists’ evaluation of TB in extensive studies needs to be automatized. However, the
few methods dealing with TB damaged lungs do not contemplate quantification or are not
automatic [48, 323–325].

To ease this task, within this section, our first approximation of a complete methodology to
automatically extract biomarkers from CT images is presented (see Section 1.4.2). Although
with limitations, it is able to estimate the evolution of TB burden and could be used to assess
the response to treatment of infected subjects when there is a causal relationship between the
damaged lung tissue and TB burden [48]. This scenario could be customary in several animal
models, as was already pointed out in the our published work Computed Tomography-Based
Biomarker for Longitudinal Assessment of Disease Burden in Pulmonary Tuberculosis [94].
Most of the following sections were extracted from that manuscript and which R and Python
based code can be found in https://github.com/BIIG-UC3M/TLS-Piped.

2.3.1 Materials

2.3.1.1 Computer Tomography Images

The CT scans are already described in CT Imaging. It is important to remember that the
macaques were treated with a different antibiotic cocktail of Isoniazid (H), Rifampicin (R),
and Pyrazinamide (Z) [285] in four phases, as is shown in the Table 2.3.
All animal procedures and study designs were approved by the Public Health England Animal
Welfare and Ethical Review Body, Porton Down, UK, and authorized under an appropriate
UK Home Office project license.

2.3.2 Lungs Segmentation

The entire procedure is detailed in Section 2.2.2, therefore, if the reader is familiar with it
can skip to Section 2.3.3 at this point. For those readers primarily interested in quantification,
the previous segmentation step is illustrated in the left part of Fig. 2.8 and summarized in the
following paragraph.

https://github.com/BIIG-UC3M/TLS-Piped
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Run-in Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4
ID

0CT 3CT ... 12CT 14 16CT 18 20CT 22 24CT 26 28CT

1 HRZ No Treatment
2 HR

HZ

3
No Treatment

HRZ
4 HZ No Treatment

HR

5 No Treatment HZ
6 HR No Treatment

HRZ

7 HZ HR
8 HRZ HZ
9

No
Treatment

HR HRZ

No
Treatment

Table 2.3 Antibiotic cocktail per week and subject. Each color represents the treatment (No
Treatment, HR (Isoniazid +Ri f ampicin), HRZ (Isoniazid +Ri f ampicin+Pyrazinamide),
HZ (Isoniazid+Pyrazinamide)) taken by a subject during each treatment phase. Weeks with
the CT superindex indicate the acquisition of a computed tomography volume at that week.

Initially, air-like organs (e.g., healthy lungs, airways tree, stomach) presented in the chest
CT scans (Fig. 2.8.a) are identified employing an adaptive thresholding method (Fig. 2.8.b)
to subsequently isolate the object formed by the lungs and airways studying the topology and
connectivity of the organs (Fig. 2.8.c). Next, the intricate airways tree structure is computed
employing a region growing algorithm which propagates simulating a spherical wavefront
ruled by active contours [43] (Fig. 2.8.d) and is removed from the segmented lungs. Finally,
unsegmented pulmonary regions, corresponding to damaged parenchyma and TB lesion
are included by a morphological hole filling process [144] which is refined using Geodesic
Active Contours [41] to segment the most uncertain regions in the lungs boundary to include
discarded lesions and expel previously included artefacts (Fig. 2.8.e).

2.3.3 Computer Tomography Biomarker Extraction

In order to automatically retrieve quantifiable information as a CT biomarker, the pro-
posed method is inspired in Chen et al. [48] work. Within Chen’s work, the tissue belonging
to the lungs is divided into three disease-associated volumes manually. This division depends
on the grey level intensity of the voxels, measured employing Hounsfield Units (HU), and
two thresholds selected by experts, which establish three regions in the lungs histogram
corresponding with the following kind of tissues.
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• Healthy Tissue, which corresponds to the voxels with the lower intensities in the lungs
and free of TB

• Soft Tissue, which match with voxels found in lower density of abnormal tissue,
corresponding with forming or healing lesions.

• Hard Tissue, corresponding to intensity values in high density abnormal tissue.

In other words, Chen’s approach assigns a discrete class (healthy, soft or hard) to a range of
values distributed around an expected intensity given a variability that captures the subtle
differences in the composition of each kind of tissue. The expected intensity value and vari-
ability of each class are intrinsically determined via the selection of thresholds by the experts.
Fortunately, for the problem domain, this empiric approach can be computationally modelled
employing the well known Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and the more likelihood vol-
umes separation obtained through the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [28]. The
GMM model allows us to represent a known histogram, like the one belonging to segmented
lungs (see Fig. 2.8 right part), as a probability distribution composed of several overlapped
Gaussian variables, in our case, the distribution of each kind of tissue.
Generally speaking is formulated as:

p(x) =
K

∑
i=1

πkN (µk,Σk), (2.9)

where x is a vector of observed features (the intensity values of each voxel represented in
the histogram), K is the number of expected Gaussians (K = 3 corresponding to healthy,
soft and hard tissues), and N (·) represent each one of the overlapped normal distributions
(k) of the voxels grey level, being: πk, the a priori probability; µk, the mean; and Σk the
covariance, respectively, for each distribution. These parameters are computed employing
the EM algorithm, selecting those that set the Gaussians which overlapping is most similar to
the known histogram (Eq. 2.9). This way, each voxel is assigned to a lung tissue depending
on which of the fitted Gaussians provides the biggest probability for a given voxel intensity.

2.3.3.1 Gold Standard Computer Tomography Biomarker

To measure the performance of the proposed automatic biomarker extraction method,
the soft and hard volumes aforementioned were manually extracted by an expert from the
original 63 CT scans comprised within the dataset.
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2.3.4 Evaluation Methods

In order to provide a more general biomarker of the Mtb burden, besides the volumes
defined in the previous section, we include the total volume of diseased tissue for the
comparison between the proposed method and the gold standard, the volume is defined as:

Diseased Vol.= So f t Vol.+Hard Vol. (2.10)

Additionally, to avoid the effects of the changes in the whole lung volume due to the subjects’
growth during the 28 weeks, the diseased volume is normalized to study the longitudinal
disease behaviour. This volume is easily defined as follows:

Relative Diseased Vol.=
Diseased Vol.
Healthy Vol.

(2.11)

To evaluate the longitudinal change, we employ a multirow bar plot, known as waterfall (i.e.,
Fig. 2.9), in which the first row shows a relative volume at each subject in baseline time
point and the rest of them the change in the volume at a concrete time point in a log2 scale,
therefore, the subject change is computed as:

change in vol.= log2

(
Vol. at week o f change

Vol. at baseline

)
(2.12)

2.3.5 Results

Fig. 2.9 depicts the longitudinal change of the Relative diseased volume through a
waterfall plot for the nine subjects (horizontal axis) in four of the seven-time points for the
shake of clarity. Concretely, the first row contains the relative volume of diseased tissue
at week three after infection, while the rest represents the log2 change (see Section 2.3.4)
at weeks 16,20 and 28 with respect to the first row, the baseline. Beyond meaningful
quantitative differences between equal treatments, it can be observed how subjects under the
same drug cocktail (each treatment is shown with a different colour) at the end of the study
(week 28) present a similar response to treatment to the baseline.
Fig. 2.10 shows the diseased volume obtained employing the manual delimitation of regions
against the volume obtained by the proposed automatic extraction method at each one of
the 63 segmented lungs in the dataset (see Section 2.3.1.1) together with the corresponding
Bland-Altman plot in order to show the agreement between methods. The similarity between
measures results is primarily independent of the subject, treatment and study time point
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Fig. 2.8 Lung Segmentation: From a chest CT scan (a) all aerated regions (b) are identified
using an specific adapted algorithm [131]. Successively, lungs are isolated, including the
airways, by exploiting the topological information (c). The intricate structure formed by the
airways (d) is extracted and eliminated from the lungs. Finally, to include the non-segmented
damaged tissue, the lung segmentation is refined employing a hole-filling method based
on active contours [41](e). CT Biomarkers: The segmented lungs are separated into three
TB-associated volumes as proposed by Chen et al. [48]. Each region comprises a grey-level
range in the segmented lungs histogram (f) representing: Healthy Tissue: Parenchyma free of
infection, Soft Tissue: Forming or healing lesions, Hard Tissue: Abnormal lung parenchyma
(g).

(none of these factors shows a remarkable bias). The correlation coefficient was R ≈
0.8 (p < 1 × 10−4), with a tendency to obtain higher values for the volumes obtained
automatically. The Bland-Altman plot depicts all the values within the 95 % limits of
agreement.

2.3.6 Discussion

The results exhibit how the automatic biomarker extraction can provide good results by
statistical modelling of the decision-making process carried out by an expert. Concretely,
as an analogy between the experts’ work and the proposed method, we can assert that our
approach automatically assigns the thresholds established deterministically by the specialists.
The method can fairly assess the longitudinal evolution of TB by showing significant similar-
ities in the treatment response, as shown in Fig. 2.9. As per the experimental design with a
combination of antibiotics and as expected, differences are noticeable at the end-point (week
28). Besides, there is a correspondence between the results obtained automatically and the
manual ones, as depicted by the R2 = 0.8. This relation is biased by a factor of 0.47 favouring
the volumes obtained with the proposed method. Two causes can mainly explain these differ-
ences: a) The difficulty presented in the manual delimitation of complex three-dimensional
structures, many times intricate in the healthy tissue (see Fig. 2.1), prevents from segmenting
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Fig. 2.9 Longitudinal evolution of TB infection: The waterfall plot, depicts the longitu-
dinal change for diseased volume (so f t + hardvols.) between the baseline week and the
representative weeks as the log2 fold change (log2(week change/baseline)) and the corre-
lation with treatments outcomes: No-D (No Drugs), HR (Isoniazid +Ri f ampicin),
HRZ (Isoniazid +Ri f ampicin+Pyrazinamide), HZ (Isoniazid +Pyrazinamide). Sub-
jects with the same treatment in the final phase (week 28) present similar response
(diseased = hard + so f t) with respect to the baseline

the whole region of interest which results in smaller volumes; b) The automatic extraction of
the biomarker tend to include the unsegmented (in the lungs segmentation step) small vessels
as diseased tissue, and therefore increase the obtained volumes. The inclusion of vessels as
damaged lung tissue is undesirable. However, this side-effect is reduced by employing the
normalized relative volume and assuming that the extra volume produced by the inclusion of
vessels remains constant over time. Thus, the effect is not meaningful evaluating changes, as
the trends presented in Fig. 2.9 seem to indicate. It is also essential to note that the proposed
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Fig. 2.10 (Left) Biomarker evaluation: Correlation between the manual biomarker(relative
diseased volume) and the proposed method (R2 ≈ 0.8, p < 10−4). The 95% confidence
interval is drawn as the shadow of the regression line. (Right) The Bland- Altman plot
presents a good agreement between measures with the regression bias of 0.47

method is mainly intended to capture differences in the infection burden for animal models in
which the subjects are not at the final stages of the disease. Namely, to establish a continuous
spectrum between latent and active disease (Fig. 1.5). Because of this, extra-large cavities
(the manifestations proper of tissue destruction where the Mtb is not present anymore and
the drugs cannot be effective) (see Fig. 1.6e) are not included as damaged tissue, which can
provoke small drifts in the data correlation corresponding with very particular high infected
subjects. Some of the commented limitations are addressed in the next chapter, Radiomics
for TB Manifestations Classification, taking advantage of the Radiomics techniques [172], or
in subsequent chapters by injecting part of qualitative information usually employed by the
experts, and showed in this first approach, in DL models.

2.3.7 Conclusion

In this section, we introduce a complete methodology for the extraction of a biomarker
to characterize the gradual change of Mtb. infection. The proposed technique yields similar
results to the ones obtained manually by a trained specialist. These facts highlight the
capability of the method as a quantification tool in clinical assays devoted to design effective
drugs against TB. Limitations of the framework, mainly caused by the lack of generalization,
are shown in the following Section 2.4.
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2.4 Rule-Based Methods Under Unseen Domains & Lack
of Generalization

We have referred before to the performance decay of traditional automation methods,
especially when these receive inputs out-of-domain to those used during their design but
whose similarity, however, allows experts to analyze them similarly. This section gives
examples of the limited capability of rule-based algorithms to transfer knowledge to new
domains and obtain acceptable lung mask delimitations. Thus, the first column of the
Fig. 2.11 shows chest CT axial slices corresponding to different mammals and diseases.
Namely, the slice in the first row corresponds to the macaque model infected with mild
TB as described in Section 2.2.1 (same domain, PPHE1). The slice at the second row also
corresponds to the same macaque model but a different cohort (PPHE2). Such cohort models
a much active TB infection (see Section 3.2.1) [285]. As can be seen, the lesions, in this
case, differ (lung vanishes), which supposes a domain shift. The third image belongs to a
dataset of a mouse infected by TB, MGSK , (courtesy of GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) a ERA4TB
partner [76], Section Project Framework: ERA4TB). This example shows a domain shift due
to the use of a different animal (i.e., different TB manifestations, change of CT scanner). The
last two slices belong to images of human lungs extracted from publicly available clinical
datasets [57, 68]. TB is the pathogen for HCLE , while HRAD belongs to COVID-infected
lungs, thus illustrating the limitations of classical methods in clinical practice [142, 309].

Ideally, automation mechanisms should perform segmentation on domain-shifted lung
images exploiting information extracted from the dataset employed during design/learning.
This fact holds while such information is similar for all datasets, in the same way, as experts
can segment images of different animal models and diseases learning from particular datasets
(Ground truth, GT).

However, as illustrated in the third and fourth columns of Fig. 2.11, this only occurs
when the input data have the same distribution as the training data. Specifically, the R-macaq.
column shows the segmentation yield by the algorithm presented in this chapter with the
parameters set for the macaque model dataset. The R-tuned corresponds to the segmentation
obtained when the parameters (see Table 2.2) are tuned to best fit other datasets. As shown,
the algorithm performs excellently with data similar to those considered during the design.
This approach is of enormous help in automating the analysis of hundreds or thousands
of images. However, it is insufficient with severe infection models such as those in the
second, third and fourth row of the figure corresponding to other animal and disease models.
This fact motivates the creation and implementation of methods, such as those studied in
subsequent chapters, with the ability to perform the transfer of meaningful information
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between datasets. As a teaser, the fifth and sixth columns show the segmentation results
obtained with two DL-based approaches; nnU-net [141] (DL-nnunet), SOTA method and, an
own approximation (DL-our), that will be presented in Chapter Translational Lung Imaging
Analysis Through Disentangled Representations.

Fig. 2.11 Pathological Lung Segmentation (PLS) masks examples obtained applying the
method presented in this chapter and DL-based methods that will be in Chapter 5, employing
different animal and disease models to those considered during the initial design. Each row
shows an axial slice as an example of, respectively: 1) Initial dataset for which the presented
model was designed, namely, mild TB macaque model (PPHE1 , see Section 2.2.1), 2) severe
TB macaque model (PPHE2 , see Section 3.2.1), 3) severe TB mouse model (MGSK) [76], 4)
human TB (HCLE) [68] and 5) human COVID (HRAD) [57] (description in Table 5.1).
The columns correspond to a) the original chest CT axial slice, b) the ground truth mask
delimited by experts (see details in Sections 2.2.1 and 5.1), c) the mask obtained with the
parameters given at the Table 2.2 (R-macac.), d) the mask obtained after tuning the parameters
for each specific model (R-tuned.), e) mask obtained employing the SOTA DL-based method,
nnU-Net [141] (DL-nnunet) and f) the hybrid (discriminative + generative) DL-based method
proposed at Chapter 5 of this work [99] (DL-our).





Chapter 3

Radiomics for TB Manifestations
Classification

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter, Lung Segmentation and Quantification with Rule-based Approach,
illustrates how the more traditional methods for automating Pathological Lung Segmentation
(PLS) [95] combined with a classic estimation algorithm such as Expectation-Maximization
(EM) [94, 220] allows quantifying infected lungs. As was commented, such an approach
works as long as the input images belong to a specific domain, namely, a model of mild TB
in macaques (see Sections 1.2.2). Even when this approach works as ideally expected, it may
be insufficient to our goal of achieving a characterization of the continuous spectrum of the
disease (see Section 1.2.1) that requires the discrimination between the different types of
lesions.

Expert radiologists have claimed that TB lesions appear in high-resolution CT images at
all disease stages, which radiological manifestations could be used as imaging biomarkers to
provide information about the biological course of the disease. Thus, this chapter, presents a
complete pipeline to detect TB lesions on thorax CT scans and extract informative features
from them. In particular, the method infers the TB lesions after feeding with the texture
features a Random Forest classifier (see Section AI Learning Principles with Emphasis in
Lung Analysis). The model can provide an adequate classification for a complex multi-label
problem, distinguishing between five different TB lesions types: granulomas, conglomera-
tions, trees in bud, consolidations and ground-glass opacities (see Section 1.3). The work as
previously published and presented orally in the International Symposium on Biomedical
imaging (ISBI) as Towards an informational model for tuberculosis lesion discrimination on
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X-ray CT images [97] and in the European Molecular Imaging Meeting (EMIC) as Radiomics
for the Discrimination of Tuberculosis Lesions [96].

3.2 Materials and Methods

The proposed methodology is summarized in the workflow shown in Figure 3.1 and it is
described in detail below:

Fig. 3.1 Fully-automatic radiomics workflow for the extraction of informative features on
the lung parenchyma: 1) Lung segmentation and airway tree extraction; 2) Selection of
relevant volumes employing the Statistical Region merging method [226] matched with the
expert annotations of lesions; 3) Extraction of texture features from each volume at 8, 16,
32, 64, 128 and 256 levels of quantization; 22 features are extracted from the Grey Level
Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and 4 are global descriptor of the volume (Mean, Median,
Maximum and Minimum); 4) Optimization of the Random Forest (RF) hyperparameters
(number of trees, minimum number of samples for split and the maximum number of features
to evaluate per node); The optimal RF classifier is computed per quantization level and
number of features employed. The optimization employ a grid search process with 100-fold
cross validation where the training data (80% of the total) in each fold is filtered employing
Tomek Links [113] to handle class imbalance; 5) Two-fold evaluation: a) The weighted
F1 − score is employed as a measure of the classification quality of the most frequent TB
lesion types; b) The importance of each feature is evaluated using as merit figure the Gini
importance.

3.2.1 Materials: Computer Tomography Images

In this chapter, forty-two thorax CT scans acquired on a medium size animal model of
Tuberculosis were employed. Their voxel size is 0.26 mm×0.26 mm×0.63 mm. In order to
build a predictor, the identified lesions (Regions-of-Interest, ROIs) were labeled by an expert
distinguishing five types of lesions: 2140 granulomas, 350 conglomerations, 82 trees in bud,
80 consolidations and 53 Ground Glass Opacities (see Medical Imaging for Tuberculosis
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Assessment).
All animal procedures and study designs were approved by the Public Health England Animal
Welfare and Ethical Review Body, Porton Down, UK, and authorized under an appropriate
UK Home Office project license.

The reader should note that this dataset differs from the one presented in Section 2.2.1.
The former does not have the annotated lesions necessary for this chapter. However, the axial
slice in the second row of Fig. 2.11, employed to illustrate a domain shift due to the present
manifestations, belongs to the employed dataset.

3.2.2 Lungs Segmentation

For completeness a small description of the process is included in this section, for further
details see Section 2.2.2.

Air-like organs (e.g., healthy lungs, airways tree, stomach) are identified on a thorax CT
scan. Next, the intricate airways tree structure is computed and removed from the segmented
lungs. Finally, unsegmented pulmonary regions corresponding to damaged parenchyma and
TB lesion are included by morphological hole filling. The whole procedure is summarised in
Fig. 3.2.

Fig. 3.2 Summary of lungs segmentation methodology: From a CT scan a) aerated regions are
identified via automatic thresholding. b) Then, lungs and airways together are isolated, based
on topological priors. Next, the intricate airways are extracted (c). Finally, non-segmented
damaged tissue is included by a hole filling method based on active contours (d).
For further details check Automatic Lung Segmentation.
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3.2.3 Lesions Segmentation

The lung volume is divided into regions of similar appearance (i.e., lesions, vessels,
healthy parenchyma) applying the statistical region merging (SRM) approach [226].
The SRM works in two steps: sort and merge. Firstly, the voxels in each 26-connected
neighbourhood are sorted based on their similitude. Subsequently, voxels are compared in the
earlier order and merged into regions when a given condition is accomplished. The merging
predicative is based on intensity similarity and region size (further details can be found in
[226]). The process achieves an automatic segmentation of the lesions on the extracted CT
lung volumes as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.2.

3.2.4 Lesion Characterization 1

Texture features intend to formally define the spatial distribution of the pixel intensities
perceived by experts during manual image evaluation. Numerous types of texture features
(e.g., based on Grey-Level Run Length Matrix (GLRLM) [85, 329], based on Local Binary
Patterns (LBP) [229, 295]) can be found in a vast related literature [64]. The nature of the
problem to be solved designates the most appropriate set of characteristics to use. Namely, it
depends on the imaging technique used, the region to be analyzed, and the specific manifes-
tations of the disease to characterize.
Thus, among the variety of texture features, the ones based on the grey level co-occurrence
matrix (GLCM) [105, 106] are proved to be specially useful in our context [64, 203].
GLCM represents the joint frequency over all possible grey levels combinations in every pair
of voxels separated by a predefined offset, and it is computed as:

C∆x,∆y,∆z(li, l j) =
Nx−1

∑
x=0

Ny−1

∑
y=0

Nz−1

∑
z=0

1, if I(x,y,z) = li and I(x+∆x,y+∆y,z+∆z) = l j

0, otherwise

where I(x,y,z) is the intensity at (x,y,z), (∆x,∆y,∆z) is the offset, Nx ×Ny ×Nz is the image
size in voxels and l[i, j] ∈ L the grey level at the pair of voxels i and j.

1As in the previous chapter the C++/ITK [146] code implementation for the Tuberculosis Lung Segmentation
(TLS) https://github.com/BIIG-UC3M/TLS-Piped while the Python code for texture features extraction and
analysis is in the following GitHub Repository. This code was developed from scratch to enable feature
extraction from three-dimensional neighbourhoods, reducing the time complexity of similar approaches. Indeed,
this software is the choice for the radiomics application works to the clinical practice: Performance of ultra-
high-frequency ultrasound in the evaluation of skin involvement in systemic sclerosis: a preliminary report
[219] and Association of visual and quantitative heterogeneity of 18F-FDG PET images with treatment response
in locally advanced rectal cancer: A feasibility study [205] thanks to its versatility and performance.

https://github.com/BIIG-UC3M/TLS-Piped
https://github.com/BIIG-UC3M/TLS_Texture/tree/master/PET_Tumor_Analysis-master
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In this work, we restrict to unitary offsets and compute GLCM matrices in the 13 possible
directions in Z3. We further average them obtaining a unique GLCM matrix per ROI from
which 26 descriptors are extracted2 as described in [23, 64]. These are added to the global
ROI histogram descriptors: mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum grey value.

Commonly, the GLCM is not computed on images with 216 −1 grey levels (L) 3 that can
be found in a CT image, but a quantization is performed, that is, a reduction of the number of
grey levels, using rounding and truncation techniques. In this way, it is possible to reduce the
computational cost of the GLCM calculation while minimizing the noise [293]. However,
it could mean a loss of detail if it is influenced by the artefacts present in the image (for
example, the movement of the lungs). Therefore, it could not faithfully represent the tissue
that a priori characterizes. For this reason, this work studies the effect of quantization to
determine whether it is preferable to work with more smoothed images due to the noise or
whether it is better to use all the available information. With this objective, the classification
study is performed using 8,16,32,64,128 and 256 grey levels independently.

3.2.5 Random Forest Optimization and Evaluation

It is well-known from the literature [33, 208, 270] that the (RF) classifiers provide a high
precision due to their ability to discard irrelevant features. More formally, modelling with
RF allows us to obtain a complex model estimator able to define flexible manifold in high
dimensional input spaces [33, 110] without completely losing the interpretability of more
classic statistical models (see AI Learning Principles with Emphasis in Lung Analysis).
Specifically, to estimate the importance of each feature, φ , (the 26 GLCM descriptors in our
case), we use the Gini importance [199, 208, 216], IG, which is computed as the averaged
over all the trees T and all the nodes N of the Gini impurity, G(n) = ∑

k∈C
pk(1− pk), change:

IG(φ) = ∑
t∈T

∑
n∈N

∆G(n), (3.1)

where ∆G(N) = G(N)−∑
S
s=0 G(S) (s ∈ S set of nodes splited from N), pk is the proba-

bility of having an instance labeled with class k in the set C. The Gini importance of each
feature varies between 0 and 1 and the sum over the whole feature set adds to 1.

2For the full description of the 26 features see the Appendix B.
3Note that, typically, not all the procured levels are used when using 16 bits, since the HU are usually set

between -1024 and 3024
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8 16 32 64 128 256
6 0.788 ±0.01 0.792 ±0.01 0.803 ± 0.01 0.818 ± 0.01 0.841 ± 0.01 0.844 ± 0.01

26 0.806 ±0.01 0.808 ± 0.01 0.815 ± 0.01 0.829 ± 0.01 0.838 ± 0.01 0.844 ± 0.01
Table 3.1 Optimization results employing 6 and 26 most significant features

The RF hyper-parameters are the number of trees T in each RF, the minimum number of
samples for split and the maximum number of features to evaluate per node. The optimal
RF hyper-parameters per quantization level are found by grid search employing a 100-fold
cross-validation (CV) per RF candidate.

The weighted F1-score was used as the quality measure, which is defined as follows:

1
∑k∈C |ŷk| ∑

k∈C
|ŷk|F1(yk, ŷk), (3.2)

where yk and ŷk represent the predicted and the true labels. Namely, it is the weighted
average of each class’s F1-score (harmonic mean of the precision and the recall).

Besides, due to the high imbalance of the annotated dataset, the Tomek Links technique
[113] is applied to the training data to reduce the overlap in the feature space.

3.3 Results

Figure 3.3 presents the Gini importance IG of each feature for a given quantization level
L.
It can be observed that the difference variance, contrast and information measure of cor-
relation 1 rank first for at least one quantization level. The Gini importance of the most
informative feature increases with L (difference variance, L = 8, IG = 0.14; information
measure of correlation 1, L = 256, IG = 0.45).

Figure 3.4 shows the weighted F1 score obtained for the optimal estimator at each L in
function of the number of features. The observed results confirm the ones presented above.
At large quantization levels (L = 128,256), the precision reaches good values using just two
or three features, while at small L, the increment in the weighted F1-score with the number
of features grows more slowly. However, all the estimators show symptoms of convergence
when using 6 features (red line in Figure 3.4). The weighted F1-score at convergence (i.e.,
using 26 features) increases as the quantization level does (0.844±0.01, L = 256) as shown
in Table 3.1.
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Fig. 3.3 Matrix of the Gini importances estimating the importance of each feature for the
optimal RF classifier. The number on each row corresponds to the feature ranking position
and the colour, the averaged Gini index. Each column gives the results for a given quantization
level.
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Fig. 3.4 Per quantization level, mean weighted F1 score obtained for groups of sorted features
(size 1 to 26) over the 100 cross-validation folds of the best estimator. The features are sorted
as per the ranking in Figure 3.3. The 95% confidence interval is drawn as the line shadow.
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In Figure 3.5, we present the box plots of the weighted F1-scores obtained for the
best RF estimator at each quantization level for two interesting cases (6 and 26 features).
The differences between factors were assessed with the one-way analysis of variance test
(ANOVA). The differences between quantization levels are statistically significant (p <

2×10−7) while those between the number of features are not (p > 0.05).

Fig. 3.5 Box plot representation of the weighted F1 scores obtained on the 100 folds of the
cross validation process for the best RF estimator. The results are shown for each quantization
level when employing the 6 most relevant and all the 26 features.

3.4 Discussion

The results presented in this manuscript show that it is possible to obtain a good clas-
sification performance for a complex multi-label classification problem by training simple
models that are still informative of the disease development.

It is crucial to notice that by using a unique offset, averaging the GLCM directional
descriptors and performing an independent treatment for each quantization level, we can
keep the set of features small (n = 26). This is critical to facilitate the model comprehension
and departs from the tendency to use models focused on achieving maximal precision at the
cost of employing thousands of features.

As previously commented, identifying the lesions improves with the quantization level in
parallel to the growth of the Gini importance of the most informative features. In particular,
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when employing 128 and 256 grey levels, the Gini importance of the first ranked feature, In-
formation Measure Correlation 1 or r0, is particularly high, 0.38 and 0.45, respectively. This
descriptor gives a general measure of the correlation between the intensity of adjacent voxels
and can be interpreted as an information gain. Our results point out that when employing the
proper level of detail, this descriptor can capture complex relations between the intensities of
neighbour voxels characteristic of a particular type of lesion.

In general, we can confirm that our model can quantify changes in the lung parenchyma
that are specific to a given type of lesion (e.g., density, heterogeneity). This affirmation
gets strongly supported when analyzing the importance of the features at lower quantization
levels. Namely, the most important features (contrast, difference of variance) are strongly
related to Information Measure Correlation 1. This fact was expected as the RF classifiers
discard features contributing with redundant information. For example, the descriptor, Infor-
mation Measure Correlation 2, defined as r1 = (1− e2r0)1/2, it is closely related to r0 and
consequently, provides similar information. So, it has a low Gini importance in our model
for all the quantization levels appearing at the bottom of the ranking shown in Figure 3.3.

3.5 Conclusion

The proposed framework gives promising results in its ability to extract informative
biomarkers of tuberculosis development. Namely, we demonstrate that we can achieve a
reasonable good classification of the most frequent TB lesion types.

This work will be the basis for the studies presented in the next chapters on the char-
acterization of the biological changes induced by TB infection. We have selected the
state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods that will hopefully lead to an improved understanding of
the course of the disease. This work proves that machine learning (ML) can characterize
segmented lesions, even employing a relatively medium/low capacity model. Thus, the
next chapter, Deep Learning for TB Manifestation Classification [98], proposes a DL-based
method capable of identifying lesions from a whole volume without relying on previously
segmented lesions. Meanwhile, in Chapter 5, Translational Lung Imaging Analysis Through
Disentangled Representations [99], we investigate the ability of a DL model to not only
identify pathological lungs for different species and disease models (increase generalization
capacities between domains). But as well, to synthesize realistic images of lungs damaged
by Tuberculosis by introducing tools developed under the framework of graphical causality.
Such innovation initiated through the preliminary work presented in this chapter escalates
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the models’ skill for characterization and quantification of TB to a new paradigm of infinite
possibilities within clinical practice.





Chapter 4

Deep Learning for TB Manifestation
Classification

The results obtained in the previous chapter show the possibility of extracting quantitative
information from the Computed Tomography (CT) images through statistical descriptors
(texture features) that allow us to formalize radiological descriptions of the manifestations of
Tuberculosis (TB).
These features enable automatic manifestations identification using machine learning (ML)
to characterize complex relationships among them. Such an approach requires previous
manifestation delimitation. The difficulty of the delimitation process depends on the animal
and disease model due to their biological variability. Indeed, experts face complications
when performing this process manually in clinical practice or generating the ground truths
needed to train supervised ML algorithms. Uncertainty in delimitation directly translates to
the automatization performance.

To tackle such issues, this chapter presents our previously published work as the A Multi-
Task Self-Normalizing 3D-CNN to Infer Tuberculosis Radiological Manifestations [98], in
which we propose to identify the presence of lesions without prior segmentation.
We hypothesize that since a few handcrafted texture features can capture meaningful infor-
mation to classify delimited lesions through a Random Forest, much more powerful Deep
Learning (DL) models should perform a suitable classification without the need to delimit
lesions and extract handcrafted features.
As pointed out in the AI Learning Principles with Emphasis in Lung Analysis, DL models
are end-to-end. Therefore, the features do not have to be defined. Oppositely these are learnt,
and their effectiveness is well demonstrated in object localization tasks both in computer
vision [72, 166] and medical imaging fields [78, 188, 351].
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Specifically, we investigate this hypothesis by building a model to mimic the radiologist
generated reports by inferring the presence of TB manifestations on thoracic Computer
Tomography scans.
Our model exploits the well-known advantages of three-dimensional Convolutional Neural
Networks (3D-CNNs). In particular, we adapt the V-Net encoder to distinguish among five
different radiological manifestations of TB at each lung lobe.
Specifically, since usually TB manifestations do not appear in the infected lungs isolated (i.e.,
nodules, conglomeration or cavities appear together in the lung parenchyma, see Section
1.2.1), we propose a multi-task model (Section 1.4.2) designed to identify single instances. A
joint force strategy is established to overtake the issues (e.g., exploiding/vanishing gradients,
lack of sensibility) that generally appear when training complicated deep 3D models with
limited size datasets and large medical imaging volumes.

Our proposal employs: 1) At the network architecture level, the scaled exponential linear
unit (SELU) activation, which allows the self-normalization of the network, and 2) at the
learning phase, multi-task learning with a loss function weighted by the task homoscedastic
uncertainty. This is performed independently of the binary or regressive nature of the task.

4.1 Introduction

The automation of the radiologists’ reports has been pursued during the last three decades.
Most of the classical works in the literature approach the challenge as an image segmenta-
tion problem. Hand-crafted features are extracted to segment the lung parenchyma [203]
and to identify TB lesions [97, 338]. However, these techniques are usually limited to a
particular application and are quite sensitive to the high implicit variance of medical images.
Fortunately, in recent years, the use of DL techniques has drastically improved the automa-
tion of the radiologist reports generation, reaching performances close to the human error
[78, 188, 288, 327]. DL has opened a new paradigm in the medical imaging field [123] with
remarkable results when expert knowledge is properly incorporated into the models [27, 90].
For the application at hand, knowledge is usually injected into the models in form of manually
segmented masks of the lung-damaged Volumes-of-Interest (VOI). This technique yields to
good results when 2D Convolutional Neural Networks are employed [108, 141, 171, 264]
and promising ones [221], when using complex 3D CNN models [53, 111, 210]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of studies directly employing the expertise
acquired by radiologists through years of clinical practice as synthesized in tabular reports.
For this reason, in this chapter, we aim to employ the information stored in the radiologists’
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reports.

With this aim, our methodology integrates the following techniques:

1. A 3D-CNN based on V-Net architecture [210] is employed to extract distinctive features
from whole CT volumes. The extracted features are used to detect the presence or
the quantity of specific TB manifestations employing as ground truth the radiologist
reports. This approach makes use of network models and learning principles that are
common in the literature

2. The 3D-CNN architecture is modified to leverage a better regularization and act as
Self-Normalizing Neural Networks (SNNs) [164].

3. Our deep network is configured as a multi-task model to perform multi-label clas-
sification, acknowledging that TB manifestations do not appear isolated. Moreover,
uncertainty is used to weigh the influence of each task loss [158] (see uncertainty
definition at Section 1.4.1).

4.2 Material and Methods1

4.2.1 Material

The experiments (see 4.3) were accomplished on a dataset constituted by 56 chest CT-
scans acquired from 14 male Cynomolgus macaques at 3, 7, 11 and 16 weeks after TB
aerosol exposure. The voxel is 0.26 mm ×0.26 mm ×0.63 mm with an in-plane resolution
of 512 pixels×512 pixels and 201 to 270 slices, which are preprocessed to feed the model
(see 4.2.5). We employ the quantitative report elaborated by a radiologist with 20 years of
experience as labelled data. These reports are tabular and contain the number of detected
nodules (see Fig. 1.6a), which fluctuate between 0 and 15 depending on disease stage, and
boolean annotations about the presence or absence of the most common TB manifestations
[217] -namely, cavitations (Fig. 1.6e), conglomerations (Fig. 1.6a), consolidations (Fig. 1.6c)
and trees in bud (Fig. 1.6b). The reports contain the disaggregated information per lung lobe
(i.e., right superior, right middle, right inferior, left superior and left inferior) given a total of
25 manifestations to predict per subject.

1The Python/Tensorflow implemtation of the methods can be found under the following GitHub Reposi-
tory

https://github.com/PeterMcGor/Multitask_TB
https://github.com/PeterMcGor/Multitask_TB
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4.2.2 Model Architecture

Our model implementation aims to exploit the ability of state-of-the-art architectures to
extract fine-grained features from chest CT-Images. We plan to use the extracted features
as the input to Fully Connected Layers (FCLs) for multi-label classification among the
TB manifestations aforementioned. In this context, the V-Net [210] has been proven quite
successful at segmentation tasks [188, 221] and even more importantly for our purpose, at
the generation of synthetic lung nodules from these features [145].

We adapt the V-Net encoder to implement our Self-Normalizing Neural Network (SNN,
explained in detail in the next section) or to include Batch Normalization layers [140] for the
comparison experiments.
The V-Net encoder iteratively convolves inputs of preprocessed lung CT-Volumes (see
4.2.5) with a size of 128× 128× 64 voxels with four codification stages, each of them
halves the resolution and adds channels up to 256, conducting to the generation of 1376256
(8×8×4×256) features, which are flattened to feed our first FCL, referred as FCL1.
This first FCL is task-shared. Therefore, it is in charge of characterizing the complex
relationship among the low-level features obtained with the V-Net in order to produce more
abstract features common to the twenty-five tasks of our problem. FCL1 is built up with four
layers of 4096, 2048, 1024 and 256 units, respectively. All the parameters corresponding to
the modified V-Net encoder and FCL1 are common to the prediction of each manifestation;
this fact enables a more efficient training due to the possibility of modelling conditional
relationships among the manifestations related.
However, to achieve a particular prediction for each task, we complete the architecture by
employing the last 256 features of FCL1 as input of two independent FCLs, FCLR and FCLB.
FCLR predicts the regression tasks (nodules counting), while FCLB predicts the binary tasks.
Each specific FCL is formed by two layers of 256 and 128 units and the final output units
composed by 5 Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) for FCLR and 20 sigmoid activated units for
FCLB.
It is essential to mention that dropout or batch normalization layers are included where is
needed, as shown in 4.1. When employing SNN, batch normalization is not needed (see next
section for details).

4.2.3 Self-Normalizing Neural Networks

As explained above, we only implement half of the V-Net architecture, the encoder, which
results appropriate for our application but introduce a new issue. As Milletari et al. [210]
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Fig. 4.1 The model is composed by a three-dimensional Covolutional Neural Network (3D-
CNN) based on the V-Net [210] and three Fully Connected Layers (FCLs): FCL1 with
tasks-shared parameters and, FCLR and FCLB for prediction of regression and binary tasks,
respectively. The encoder is built upon the following layers: 1) Convolution characterized
by their kernel size (K), stride (S) and the Valid (V) padding (P), in purple or in yellow
for pooling; 2) Dropout (alpha-dropout for our proposed model) with a rate (R), in blue;
3) Activations: Scaled Exponential Linear Unit (SELU) [164] for our model, Parametric
Rectified Linear Unit (PReLU) [115] for comparison experiments), in green; 4) Normaliza-
tion (not employed in our model but for comparison), in pink. The final outputs units take
Rectified Linear Unit(ReLU) and sigmoid activation to predict the labels used in the loss
function [158].
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stated, V-Net forwards the features extracted from the first levels of the encoder to feed the
same levels of the decoder in order to improve the convergence of the model.
The vanishing/exploiding gradients effect is remarkably avoided trough the regularization
effect produced by the partial deep Feed-forward Neural Networks (FNNs) conforming such
connections usually referred as skip connections. Our model lacks these connections, making
necessary the use of a different effective regularization technique.

In recent years, Batch Normalization (BN) [140] has been the most widely used regu-
larization technique [188]. The successful BN application depends on employing relatively
large batch sizes during training since each BN layer needs to extract (ideally) unbiased
statistics (mean and variance) from each input batch.
However, the usually small amount of available data and the large size of medical volumes
force optimization of the network parameters on mini-batches. The use of mini-batches
causes perturbations and high variance in the training error particularly, when the residual
connections are not present in the network [164].

To alleviate this problem, we propose to include the Self-Normalizing Neural Networks
(SNNs) strategy [164] to our 3D-CNN + FCLs model.
SNNs leads to automatically normalized networks by preserving the activation close to zero
mean and unit variance. Besides, Klambauer et al. [164] proved that even in the worst-case
scenarios, gradients could neither vanish nor explode.

Therefore, we implement our model to adjust it to the design conditions defined in [164].
Namely, employing the following specific activation function, weights initialization and
dropout:

Activation Function: Scaled Exponential Linear Units (SELUs) given by

SELU(x) = λ

x i f x > 0

αex −α i f x ⩽ 1
(4.1)

being λ = 1.0507 and α = 1.6733, which are fixed to assure and activation of unit
variance and zero mean. A different configuration implies different normalization
parameters.

Weights Initialization: It is needed to assure that at initialization, the first and second
moments of the weights are zero and one, respectively. Because of this, the weights
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are drawn from the normal distribution,

N

(
0,

1
n

)
, (4.2)

being n the number of units at each layer.

Alpha Dropout: Standard dropout does not work properly with SELU activation (it is not
possible to keep the mean and variance at the original values). The proposed alpha
dropout technique changes the activation, x, as

x = a
(
α ·d +α

′(1−d)
)
+b (4.3)

d ∼ B(1,q), q := dropout rate (4.4)

a =
(
q+α

′2q(1−q)
)− 1

2 (4.5)

b =−
(
q+α

′2q(1−q)−
1
2
)(
(1−q)α ′), (4.6)

being α ′ =−λ ·α =−1.7581 and B a binomial distribution.

4.2.4 Learning Principle: Uncertainty Weighted Multi-task Loss

The use of multi-task networks provides several significant advantages towards a more
capable training since similar tasks modelled together leverage model convergence in contrast
with single-task models [268, 269]. However, the most employed learning strategies do not
consider these facts explicitly promoting the appearance of the new methodology to exploit
such property and tackle multi-task issues. [32, 71, 157].

In this work, we propose the inference principle of uncertainty weighting to cope a
non-trivial aspect: the choice of the influence of each task in the final loss.
Traditionally, each task is associated with a weight selected either manually or after an
exhaustive grid search. Then, the final loss is computed by the linear combination of each
specific task loss and its weight, namely

L = ∑
i

wiLi, (4.7)

being w and L the weight and loss of each particular task, i.
This approach is highly influenced by the units and the scale of each task and is extremely
computationally intensive and time-consuming.
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Recently, this problem has been addressed by Kendall et al. [158] proposing the guidelines
to compute the weight guiding each specific task loss by the task-dependent or homoscedastic
uncertainty of the predictions (see further details at the description 1.4.1). Besides, this work
leverages the quantification of such uncertainty employing DL estimators, which is a hot
topic in the literature due to the intractable nature of such models which do not respond to
closed solutions. [212].

Thus, following the success of other medical imaging applications of approaches embrac-
ing uncertainty [2] (e.g., radiotherapy planning [32], brain imaging [71, 218]). In this work,
we adapt to our multi-label classification problem.
For this, we apply the principles of estimation theory (see Equation 1.4) to derive the
following loss function for our model [158]:

p
(
y
∣∣x)= p

(
y
∣∣f(x);θ

)
=

T=25

∏
t=1

p
(
yt
∣∣ ft(x);θ

)
(4.8)

where y are the 25 labels assigned to each particular example (see 4.3 below), f(x) are the
outputs of our network when a chest CT image, x, is employed as input. The parameters (to
be learned) θ are used as network weights. Therefore, the uncertainty in our predictions, ft ,
for each task t is measured by a probability distribution, Namely:
In the case of the nodule counting tasks, the probability takes the form:

p
(
y
∣∣x;θ

)
= N

(
ft(x)

∣∣θ ,σ2
t
)
=

1
2σ2

t
exp
(
−
(
y− ft(x,θ)

)2

σt

)
(4.9)

While for the binary tasks, the squashed version of a sigmoid, S, is employed

p
(
y
∣∣x;θ

)
= S
(

ft(x)
∣∣θ

σ2
t

)
= S
(

ft(x,θ)
σ2

t

)y(
1−S

(
ft(x,θ)

σ2
t

))1−y

(4.10)

The task-specific noise parameters, σt , are inferred to model the amount of noise in the
ouputs. Taking this into consideration, Eq. 4.8 can be expressed as:

p
(
y
∣∣f(x);θ

)
=

R=5

∏
r=1

N
(

fr(x)
∣∣θ ,σ2

r
)B=25

∏
b=6

S
(

fb(x)
∣∣θ

σ2
b

)
, (4.11)

where r and b correspond with the regression and binary tasks, respectively.
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Given the model of Eq. 4.11, we establish as loss to optimize, the following log-likelihood
function of the parameters (see [158] for details), L (θ ,σR,σB):

L
(
θ ,σR,σB

)
≈

N

∑
n=0

[
R=5

∑
r=1

1
2σ2

r
Lr
(
θ ,x
)
+

R=25

∑
b=6

1
σ2

b
Lb(θ ,x)+

R=5

∑
r=1

log(σr)+
R=25

∑
b=6

log(σb)

]
,

(4.12)

being N the number of examples and Lr(θ ,x) =
∣∣∣∣yr − fr(x,θ)

∣∣∣∣2, the loss associated
with the regression tasks. While the binary loss is defined as the Cross-Entropy (CE),
Lr(θ ,x) =CE

(
y = [0,1], f (x,θ)

)
. It is important to remark that the defined loss function

(Eq. 4.12) provides an additional regularization term by including the logarithms of the noise
factors for all the tasks, σ ’s, which is added to the regularization implicit to the network (see
section above). This way the weights of the network, θ , are preserved to zero mean and unit
variance, which can be added to the model as p(θ) = N (0,1).

4.2.5 Pre-procesing

The proposed architecture takes as inputs CT scans of 128×128×64 voxels (see 4.2.2).
Because of this, the original CT volumes are cropped. In this process, we extract the lungs by
preserving the rib cage VOI as described in Section 2.2.2 [95]. Then, the resulting volume is
sampled to the required size.

Besides, we augment the original data to amend the need of thousands of CT-scans to learn
the model parameters in an environment with a minimal dataset. This process is performed
online. During training, each input volume is augmented applying three transformations
available in the DLTK framework [237]: elastic transformation, the addition of Gaussian
noise and flipping in the three spatial directions.

4.3 Experiments and Results

In order to measure the performance of the proposed model, a 5-fold Cross-Validation
(CV) is employed. Each fold is composed of 4 CT volumes of each single subject, which
lead to training sets of 13 subjects and 52 CT scans.
Besides, to compare the model behaviour against the state-of-the-art approaches, we perform
the CV over the proposed model (SELU) and a modified version which employs Parametric
Rectified Linear Unit (PReLU) [115], BN [140] and standard dropout [297], referred as
BN+PReLU.
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In both cases, models are trained through 10.000 iterations via ADAM optimizer, a learning
rate of 10−5 and a mini-batch size of n = 1. In the case of BN+PReLU, we employed
the standard parameters for ADAM [159] and a dropout rate of 0.5, while for the proposed
model β2 and ε were modified to 0.9 and 0.01 and alpha-dropout rate was settled to 0.1 [164].

In 4.2, we show the loss of the validation data per fold when employing the BN+PReLU
(in red) and the proposed model, referred to as SELU (in blue). The SELU loss is always
more extensive at the first iterations, although at the final iterations, it is always smaller than
PReLU.

The inference error at convergence is estimated by the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
for the five nodules count tasks and the F1-score for the twenty binary tasks. Table 4.1
presents the results per lung lobe and 4.2, by fold. The five top rows represent lobes or
folds; the last one, the average per column, shows the results for each manifestation when
employing the BN+PReLU or the proposed model.
Results are very similar for both models: no significant statistical differences were found,
p ≰ 0.05, for paired t-test of each kind of manifestation. Nevertheless, the average results
are better for the proposed model, presenting a higher variance in most cases.
The tables present a RMSE around the unit for nodule counting and a good balance between
the precision and the recall for the binary tasks. This way, the nodule counting task reaches
RMSE’s between 1.81− 0.5 (2.21− 0.92) at lobe level and 1.09− 0.45 (1.22− 0.41) at
fold level for the proposed model (BN+PReLU). The binary tasks reaches F1-scores within
0.98−0.85 (0.98−0.74) at lobe level and 0.98−0.79 (0.97−0.83) for SELU (BN+PReLU).

Manifestation/ Nodules [RMSE] Cavitations [F1] Conglomeration [F1] Consolidations [F1] Tree in bud [F1]
Lobe BN+PReLU SELU BN+PReLU SELU BN+PReLU SELU BN+PReLU SELU BN+PReLU SELU

Left Inf. 1.080.66 0.940.56 0.970.13 0.950.18 0.950.15 0.950.16 0.890.18 0.880.19 0.940.14 0.930.15
Left Sup. 0.920.64 1.250.84 0.950.15 0.950.16 0.860.22 0.910.17 0.900.19 0.890.23 0.940.16 0.990.07

Right Inferior 2.210.38 1.280.89 0.980.08 0.950.13 0.940.12 0.960.13 0.910.14 0.960.1 0.930.15 0.890.2
Right Middle 1.020.77 0.50.58 0.960.11 0.980.13 0.900.12 0.910.11 0.960.13 0.930.16 0.940.13 0.850.21
Right Supeior 2.201.01 1.810.88 0.880.20 0.940.18 0.870.19 0.930.14 0.890.16 0.930.15 0.740.25 0.890.18

Total 1.340.69 1.160.75 0.950.13 0.950.16 0.910.16 0.930.14 0.910.16 0.920.17 0.900.17 0.910.16

Table 4.1 Predictions of the reported Tuberculosis manifestations per lung lobe (rows), and
compared models, Batch Normalization and PReLU(BN+PReLU) and our model, referred
as SELU (columns).

4.4 Discussion

The models training in this work presents a promising inference of the radiologist reports.
Although there are no significant statistical differences between the compared models for our
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Manifestation/ Nodules [RMSE] Cavitations [F1] Conglomeration [F1] Consolidation [F1] Tree in bud [F1]
Fold BN+PReLU SELU BN+PReLU SELU BN+PReLU SELU BN+PReLU SELU BN+PReLU SELU

1 0.730.84 0.850.35 0.880.11 0.880.12 0.900.13 0.920.12 0.880.18 0.830.22 0.830.22 0.790.23
2 1.150.89 1.090.83 0.860.23 0.880.22 0.940.17 0.930.18 0.930.15 0.930.18 0.970.08 0.970.08
3 0.410.34 0.230.39 0.850.12 0.870.11 0.890.19 0.970.11 0.960.11 0.980.03 0.950.14 0.960.12
4 1.220.6 0.780.74 0.940.15 0.90.19 0.90.19 0.920.15 0.880.18 0.870.18 0.870.21 0.940.15
5 0.410.8 0.450.8 0.930.17 0.940.17 0.940.14 0.960.12 0.900.18 0.940.14 0.910.18 0.920.17

Total 0.780.69 0.680.62 0.890.16 0.900.17 0.910.16 0.940.16 0.910.16 0.910.15 0.910.17 0.920.15

Table 4.2 Predictions of the reported Tuberculosis manifestations per fold lobe (rows), and
compared models, Batch Normalization and PReLU(BN+PReLU) and our model, referred
as SELU (columns).

Fig. 4.2 Validation loss for 5-fold Cross-Validation. In red, the standard model which employs
Batch Normalization [140] and BN+PReLU. In blue, our proposed model. SELU.

reduced dataset experiment, our model presents some advantages.

By avoiding normalization layers, the number of parameters of the model is reduced, so it
is the computational complexity. The novel loss function presents a better model convergence
that assures a more robust training and avoids possible overfitting problems common to the
state-of-the-art approaches.
Besides, the results are consistent with known facts about the disease. Specifically, TB
spreads inside the lungs starting at the right superior lobe, usually more affected by diverse
lesions and many nodules, creating difficulties in the report generation, which is reflected as
poorer predictions at the region. Similarly, the inference of the severely diseased subjects’
reports is poorer when compared to those moderately affected by the disease, as can be
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observed for subjects #2 and #3 ( 4.2).

We acknowledge that the number of subjects used to validate the study is limited, and
further validation is needed.
Namely, prospective studies are a must for new applications to ease the black box effect
produced by the DL models (learnt from limited samples) that limits their explainability and
generalization (see AI Learning Principles with Emphasis in Lung Analysis).

The lack of generalization is not only due to the scarcity of observations but also to their
simplified characterization as p(y|x) instead of p(x,y) since, as explained (see 1.4.1), the
latter is hardly tractable using the statistical learning framework.
Although it is not ideal due to the data scarcity, circumvention of the generalization problem
is possible by implementing a model for each new domain after applying transfer learning
[255] or from scratch (e.g., datasets belonging to other animal models in the context of
ERA4TB or application to other lung diseases). Remarking such an approach is valid when
the model just intends to achieve the highest possible predictive power on data belonging to
the same distribution [34, 275].
On the contrary, establishing informative (explainable) models can be vital for the correct
understanding of the disease. However, the statistical learning framework is insufficient to
establish causal relationships between the correlations found by the mere statistical charac-
terization p(y|x) or p(x,y).

Not in vain, the following chapter presents an approach based on graphical causality
embedding statistical learning.
The meeting of both modelling frameworks establishes a causal model governing p(x,y), as
shown by the results of the method in terms of generalization and ability to generate realistic
images for the specific case of TB-infected lung imaging in different animal models.

4.5 Conclusion

The chapter introduces a novel methodology for multi-label classification, which enables
the inclusion of Self-Normalizing Networks within 3D CNNs. This approach allows an
improved extraction of relevant features on large medical volumes through multi-task learning
guided by the uncertainty in the model predictions. Therefore, demonstrating that DL models
with designs adapted to the context of this thesis allow the extraction of essential information
for the characterization of TB. This fact represents a significant advance in the field, even
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bearing in mind the limitations mentioned for explicability and generalization terms addressed
in the next chapter.





Chapter 5

Translational Lung Imaging Analysis
Through Disentangled Representations

The development of new treatments often requires experiments with translational animal
models using (pre)-clinical imaging to characterize inter-species pathological processes (see
Project Framework: ERA4TB).
To accelerate the development, this thesis presents a collection of novel methods to automa-
tize related tasks and promote explainable Tuberculosis (TB) models for imaging biomarkers
extraction.
Thus, the previous chapter (Deep Learning for TB Manifestation Classification) shows how
Deep Learning (DL) models are commonly used to automate relevant information extraction
from the images. However, as usual for automation tasks, the proposed DL model is specific
for a domain (animal model) (see Section 1.4.1). This is due to low generalizability and
explainability, a product of their entangled design (see AI Learning Principles with Emphasis
in Lung Analysis).
Consequently, it is quite complicated to take advantage of the proven high capacity of DL to
discover statistical relationships [10, 194] from inter-species images. Note that discovering
such relationships would be essential to establish a shared disease marker beyond the particu-
lar manifestations of TB for each animal model.

In this chapter, we present a model to leverage such capacities. Concretely, we extract it
from our publicly available work: Translational Lung Imaging Analysis Through Disentan-
gled Representations [99].

This model extracts disentangled information from images of different animal models.
Such an approach allows characterizing common mechanisms of the data generation, as is
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proven synthesizing realistic chest Computed Tomography (CT) volumes.

Our method stands at the intersection between deep generative models, disentanglement
and causal representation learning. In this thesis context, it is optimized from images of
pathological lung infected by Tuberculosis and is able: a) from an input slice, infer its
position in a volume, the animal model to which it belongs, the damage present and even
more, generate its lung delimitation mask (similar overlap measures to the nnU-Net [141]),
b) generate realistic lung images by setting the above variables and c) generate counterfactual
images, as healthy versions of a damaged input slice.

5.1 Introduction

Understanding disease progression is essential to develop new treatments ( From a binary
perspective to continuous spectrum of diagnosis). The longitudinal characterization of animal
models in (pre-)clinical experiments is crucial [339]. For this, we need to extract comparable
biomarkers in similar phase of the pathology (Fig. 1.5). We also need to proof the existence
of similar pathophysiological mechanisms modulating common causal factors, that give rise
to the variability of trial outcomes (see Eradicating Tuberculosis: The need for continuous
assessment).

In this context, medical imaging techniques enable the extraction of indicators (imaging
biomarkers) from in vivo studies [330]. For example, the number of Mycobacterium tuber-
culosis (Mtb.) colonies present in a subject can be approximated1 from the damaged lung
volume in an image of a human, primate, or mouse [339] (see 1.3).
The images contain meaningful information to interpret the mentioned physiological process.
However, their analysis is tedious and automation is advantageous to process the vast amount
of data produced during the trials. Thus, developing Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems that
can not only automate the extraction of particular markers for each animal model (e.g., the
damaged lung volume) but are also capable of inferring the common agents of such particular
indicators (e.g., bacterial burden) is essential (see Computer Aided Diagnosis: The way to
automated quantification).
Although AI, has eased the process [123, 351], some design premises has lessened its in-
ference capabilities. In particular, DL models excel at extracting the statistical dependence
between input-output pairs, i.e.,(xi,yi) ∈ X ,Y , from assumed independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) observational data [249] (see 1.4.1). Such success has leaned the model

1The number of colonies correlates with some radiological manifestations of TB
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designs towards an insufficient representation learning strategy [22]. Namely, the discovery
of statistical dependence between specific data pair samples is priorized rather than the un-
derstanding of the physical model generating the whole data population (e.g., physiological
mechanisms).

Since the i.i.d. assumption is fragile, data scarcity (especially for labelled data) and data
mismatch are characteristic of the medical imaging field, well-known distribution shifts [42]
between data employed at training, validation/test phases and “real world" data are usual.
Under this scenario, the models tend to learn correlated representations that only hold
for specific environments or domains, namely spurious correlations [10]. Since (as a
mantra)“correlation does not imply causation", such flaws cause ruinous effects [62, 261]
for generalisation, transferability and explainability purposes [275].

More formally, naive DL models maximize a joint distribution, p(X ,Y ) or p(X) (self-
supervision), characterized by an entangled representation of the input. Namely, if X and Y
correlate during training without necessarily derive from a causal representation (X → Y ),
p(X ,Y ) can adopt numerous (specific domain dependant) factorization forms [100]. Thus,
there is a need to implement independent models to process the information in related do-
mains (particularly, lung CT images of TB animal models). Such models are put in common
through posthoc analysis, losing possible data synergies.
In general, state-of-the-art learning strategies, mitigate this issue by shrinking the p(X ,Y )
solutions space. To this aim, models are enriched injecting inductive biases (e.g., CNNs
assume spatial correlation [74], equivariant transformations [36]), to facilitate the discovery
of more meaningful and disentangled representations [191].
The above mentioned techniques simulate human cognition. Under the realms of causality
[240], human cognition arranges the proper biases to extract a limited number of relevant
factors related to a task holding among different environments.

Designing AI systems can follow a similar causal perspective. We can introduce specific
biases to shrink the solution space. Thus, in this chapter, we consider: a) the strongly
hierarchical nature of the human visual system and b) the data generation process. Such
an approach intends to mimic the radiologists’ tasks, who take into account specific patient
factors (i.e., clinical history, sex, age) beyond the image per se.
This approach yields more effective disentangled representations of the input [275].
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In particular, we intend to identify the unique mechanisms in the generation of trans-
lational imaging of lung Computed Tomography (CT) images and their corresponding
segmentation masks (Fig. 5.1). We employ three different animal models (mouse, primate
and human) infected by Mtb.[235].
From a simplified radiological point of view, mammals’ lungs share texture and shape fea-
tures. We model these shared characteristics as an effect of the same causative factors, for
example, the bacterial load (see 1.3).
To prove the benefits of our strategy, we show how after optimizing the model employing a
small limited number of volumes, our design can:

• Produce a very accurate reconstruction of the input images and generate suitable
segmentation masks (Fig.5.7, Table 5.3 and Table 5.4).

• Generate new realistic images of the three models controlling the lung damage on each,
which implies the proper characterization of the disentangled variables (Fig. 5.3).

• Generate counterfactual images [58, 276] of damaged lungs. Namely, the model is
able to capture the meaningful representations of an input image to convert it into a
healthy version by intervening on the damage variable value.

5.2 Methods

We define a generative model in which the high dimensional texture and shape features
that can be extracted from lung CT images and their corresponding segmentation masks are
a result of the causal Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) presented in Fig. 5.1.

The proposed DAG simplify the physical image generation for obvious reasons. All the
possible elementary causative factors (specific scanner, comorbidities, subject age, sex, etc.)
are reduced to three: the animal model, A, the observed lung axial slice, S, and the lung
damage, D. The causative factors are modelled as three groups of independent variables,
z0, under the noise term, ε{A,S,D}, which comprises noise and unconsidered variables. The
primary variables govern the generative process which follows a part-whole hierarchy [124]
from low-level representations of the texture and shape features, z1, to high dimensional ones,
zk, the observed image, x and the segmentation mask, y. This part-whole hierarchy resembles
brain columns functioning [66, 192]. Variable superscripts, zk, symbolize hierarchy levels at
the DAG.
The plate notation at the DAG represents such upsampling generation. The DAG implements
two paths diverging at the first hierarchy level (shared representation path), z1. The division
forces, during optimization, to generate a disentangled representation of shape, zL and texture,
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Fig. 5.1 Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) representing the generation of pathological lung CT
images x, and their segmentation masks y. Both generated from a latent variables hierarchy
at different resolutions scales, K, governed by three factors, i.e., animal model, A, the relative
position of the axial slice, S, and the estimated lung damage caused by Mtb., D.

Fig. 5.2 DAG representing the generation of pathological lung CT images x, and their seg-
mentation masks y. Both generated from a latent variables hierarchy at different resolutions
scales, K, governed by three factors, i.e., animal model, A, the relative position of the axial
slice, S, and the estimated lung damage caused by Mtb., D.
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zR. CT images depend on both shape and texture variables (blue path), while the segmentation
masks only depend on shape variables (pink path). Then, assuming the independence of the
noise terms, the (independent causal mechanism (ICM) principle is fulfilled [275]) and the
following disentangled factorization arise:

p(x,y,z) = p(x |zK
R )p(y |zK

L )p(zk
R,)p(zk

L)p(z2
R|z1

R,z
1
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5.2.1 Model optimization

For the above equations, each conditional distribution is parametrized by depthwise con-
volutional decoders with parameters θ , leveraging a high capacity model (Fig. 5.2) allowing
to characterize the unobservable causes of variation (ε) consistent with the available data
(lung CT images) [238, 249]. Once the model is optimized, is it possible to modify the
disentangled variables to obtain new generated images (5.3.3) and counterfactual images
[58, 276] (see 5.3.4).
The computation of the parameters requires optimization through training of the posterior
probability, pθ (z |x,y), which is intractable. To tackle this issue, we adapt the particular
factorization in eq:factorization to the methodology developed for deep Variational Au-
toencoders (deep VAEs) [49, 162]. In this way, we obtain the best approximate amortized
posterior distribution, qφ (z|x), being φ the parameters of the encoder. Notice that the distri-
bution is amortized just from x (not from y), so we force the model to extract the meaningful
mechanism to generate the segmentation masks just from the self-supervisory signal of the
image [175]. Indeed, we add a segmentation branch in the architecture (Fig. 5.2), dependent
on the main branch.
Namely, we adopt the Noveau VAE (NVAE) [315]. This architecture is carefully designed
for hierarchical models. Moreover, it has proven efficacy in approximating posteriors by in-
troducing as inductive bias in the image generating process a deeply hierarchical architecture.
To this aim, the set of z variables at each representation level k, is divided in smaller sets, mk,
to get a total of M groups of latent variables. They establish a hierarchical structure within
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each resolution too to help narrowing the solutions space, being z the set:

z =
{
{(zA,zS,zD)0,z1,z2 ...,zmk=0}

0,{(zL,zR)m+1, ...,zmk=1

}1
, ...,{zm+1, ...,zmk}

k,{zm+1, ...,zM}K}
(5.3)

Its prior and approximate posterior probability are given by:

pθ (z) = ∏
m

pθ (zm|zm−1) qφ (z |x) = ∏
m

qφ (zm|zm−1,x). (5.4)

Following this formulation, from marginalization of the log of 5.1 and rearranging terms, we
obtain the variational lower bound to optimize (subscripts colors denote each optimization
branch):

L (x,y)=Eqφ (z|x)
[
logpθ (x |z)

]
−KL(qφ (z0|x)||pθ (z0))+Eqφ (z|x)

[
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[
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being KL the Kullback–Leibler divergence and

Ez
[
KLz
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M

∑
m
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[
KL(qφ (zm|zm−1,x)||pθ (zm|zm−1))

]
(5.6)

Being qφ (zm−1|x) the approximate posterior through the hierarchy of mk−1 group.
Since, NVAE convergence depends on the proper approximation of KL terms (see [315]).
To this aim, all priors and posterior probabilities are approximated as Normal distributions.
Thus, we can write:

p(z0
A)∼ N (µ(a),σ(a)); p(z0

S)∼ N (µ(s),σ(s)); p(z0
D)∼ N (µ(d),σ(d));

(5.7)

5.3 Experiments and Results

5.3.1 Datasets description

The model is optimized employing small datasets: ten lung CT volumes per animal
model (∼ 2000 slices). The data used for the optimization phase (training) are axial slices
from three models of pathological lungs infected by Mtb. The dataset names identify: the
animal model, A, the data source and the phase as follows Asource

phase ). Namely, the human
volumes, HCLE

tr , corresponds to the validation data of the 2019 ImageClefMed TB task
[68]. The mice images, MGSK

tr , are provided from GlaxoSmithKline plc. (GSK) within the
context of the ERA4TB project [76], similarly to the primate ones, PPHE

tr , from the Public
Health of England (PHE) [95, 98]. For testing (twenty volumes per model), PPHE

ts and PGSK
ts ,
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are selected from different cohorts of PPHE
tr and PGSK

tr , while the human dataset, HCLE
ts is

a partition of the mentioned data. The remaining sets are included to evaluate the model
generalisation and transferability capabilities. MEXM

ts belongs to a publicly available dataset
from the Institute for Experimental Molecular Imaging (ExMI) [265] which contains healthy
subjects at low resolution. Finally, the human dataset, HRAD

ts , presents subjects with lung
damage caused by COVID-19 [57].
Note that all datasets include segmentation masks produced/corrected by trained experts.
A detailed description of the different datasets is presented in Table 5.1.

Dataset ID Phase Animal Model Source Voxel Spacing [mm] Resolution
MGSK

tr Training
MGSK

ts
GSK 0.087×0.087 500×500

MEXM
ts

Test
Mouse

ExMI 0.282×0.282 144×100
PPHE

tr Training
PPHE

ts Test
Primate PHE 0.235×0.235 512×512

HCLE
tr Training

HCLE
ts

ImageClef 0.60-0.75×0.60-0.75 512×512

HRAD
ts

Test
Human

Radiopedia 0.68-0.75×0.68-0.75 512-630×430-630

Table 5.1 Datasets description

5.3.2 Implementation details

The model is optimized employing six scales, K = 6, with 18 latent variables per scale,
partitioned in mk groups per scale as follows, mk = [2,2,2,3,6,9] The three µA, µS and
µD per prior are known during training (µA = [−1,0,1], µD = (0,1), µS = (0,1)), fix at
image generation and inferred for image reconstruction and segmentation mask generation
employing KL

(
qφ (z0)||N (0,1)

)
. Note that µD during optimization is given by the relative

volume of the healthy lung (extracted by simple thresholding) with respect to the whole
ground truth mask volume.

5.3.3 Pathological Lungs Generation

After optimization, the model is able to generate realistic images, such as those shown in
fig:generated, by choosing the mean values of z0

A, z0
S, z0

D factors. To illustrate this capacity in
Fig. 5.3, we set a relative slice position of 0.5, the animal model is fixed for each row and,
the effect of the lung damage variable is modulated from lower to higher in each column.
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Fig. 5.3 Synthetic lung CT images generated by our model. Images are generated with
a fix slice relative position, (µS). For each row, the animal model µA is fixed to −1,0,1,
respectively, while for each column, the damage µD is increased [0-1].

5.3.3.1 Pathological Lungs Generation: Varying the slice position

This appendix shows generated slices instances fixing the damage and varying the relative
slice position. This experiment extends the previous section, in which axial slices belong to a
fixed relative slice position.

Since our chest CT volumes orientation is cephalic to caudal, the model generates axial
images of the upper airways (trachea) and the corresponding per animal model surrounding
tissues at the lowest slice position, as shown in the first column of the Fig. 5.4. This way, the
second column shows the corresponding generated anatomy for the superior lungs, while the
third and fourth columns accordingly show the middle and inferior regions. Finally, the fifth
column depicts the generated version at the beginning of the abdominal anatomy.

5.3.4 Counterfactual Images

The first column of each row in Fig. 5.5 shows a real image of a damaged lung corre-
sponding to a given animal model. When no actions are performed, the model infers the
disentangled image representation of the causative variables (z0

A, z0
S, z0

D) through the encoder.
Subsequently, the image is reconstructed and a segmentation mask is generated employing
the optimized decoder (Fig. 5.2). The second column shows a healthy counterfactual of
the input images. Each counterfactual image is generated after intervening on the inferred
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Fig. 5.4 Synthetic lung CT images generated by our model. Images are generated with
a fix relative damage, µD = 0.5. For each row, the animal model µA is fixed to −1,0,1,
respectively, while for each column, the relative slice position µS is increased between 0 and
1.

damage variable, z0
D. To this aim, its mean value is set to 0. The decoder is fed with the

zero-mean counterfactual image and the rest (unaltered) inferred causal variables.

5.3.4.1 Counterfactual Images: Extended Assessment

This appendix extends the qualitative results presented in Section 5.3.4. The former
section shows the model capacity generating counterfactual images and their respective
segmentation masks.

Here, we evaluate how realistic are the generated images. For that, we compare the
Hounsfield Units (HU) of real CT slices with two cases: a) the reconstructed slice from
the variable inferred by the encoder without modification of any of these values, and b) the
counterfactual image, namely, after intervening on the inferred damage value. We compute
the voxel-wise Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) for the reconstructed images per test dataset.
Table 5.2 shows these results with an average RMSE = 18.73±2.16.

Voxel-wise evaluation is not suitable for counterfactual images. Previous manual delimi-
tation of comparable regions is needed, which is a priority for our future work.

To illustrate similarities and differences in the HU scale, in Fig. 5.6, we plot the HU
profile belonging to the damaged regions shown in Fig. 5.5. Respectively, the first three rows
contain 1) the original axial slice from the different test datasets (the image is generated
from the µa, µs and µd inferred by our model), with the profile horizontal line in green, 2)
the reconstructed slice (the image is generated maintaining µa, µs inferred by our model
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Fig. 5.5 he encoder infers the real image (axial slice) disentangled representation, z0
A, z0

S,
z0

D. By setting the damage variable z0
D to 0 the decoder generates the healthy counterfactual

(counterfactual slice) and its respective mask (counterfactual mask).

and correcting µd), with profile line in yellow and 3) the counterfactual after modifying the
inferred expected damage, with the profile line in blue.

The last row shows the HU plot for each profile-specific colour. HU values are similar
for the three slices except for those regions where the slice counterfactual version replaces
the damage with healthy tissue-like. We highlight such changes framing them in vertical
dashed red lines.

Besides, it is important to note that the original and reconstructed images present more
noisy patterns than the counterfactual version, as was expected from its blurrier appearance
and the thickening of the soft tissue for the mice dataset.

Table 5.2 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between the real images and the image recon-
structed from the µa, µs and µd inferred by our model for the test datasets

RMSE[HU]
MGSK

ts MEXT
ts PPHE

ts HCLE
ts HCOV

ts
21.26 18.75 20.12 17.89 15.63
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Fig. 5.6 Hounsfield Units (HU) plots for profiles at regions damaged in original test axial
slices. Each column contains instances of each dataset, previously employed in Section 5.3.4.
The first rows depict the original, reconstructed and counterfactual slices with the profile line
green, yellow and blue, respectively. The last row draws the HU profiles per voxel. Vertical
dashed lines highlight big differences between real/reconstructed and counterfactual slices.
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5.3.5 Segmentation employing counterfactual images

Pathological lung segmentation is an important task for drug development studies. Un-
fortunately, it a complex task due to the difficulty of discrimination between lesions and
other neighborhood tissues with the added difficulty of the diversity of the biological data
[126]. In this experiment, we retrain the optimized model with counterfactual images, such
as the obtained in the previous experiment (see 5.3.4), to generate the segmentation masks
from the test datasets 5.3.1. To measure the strengths and weaknesses of this generative
approach, we compare the obtained results, ourc, with the segmentation masks calculated by
our method optimized before employing counterfactual images, ournc, and the state of the art
full supervised method, nnU-Nnet [141].

DSC±SD

MGSK
ts MEXT

ts PPHE
ts HCLE

ts HCOV
ts

nnU-Net 0.845±0.10 0.851±0.11 0.957±0.06 0.978±0.04 0.973±0.03
ournc 0.849±0.10 0.843±0.12 0.949±0.06 0.963±0.06 0.963±0.06
ourc 0.877±0.08 0.859±0.11 0.955±0.06 0.977±0.06 0.968±0.04

Table 5.3 Mean and standard deviation (SD) of the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC) between
the ground truth masks and mask obtained from the methods indicated at rows (nnU-Nnet,
proposed method before employing counterfactual images (ournc), and after (ourc)) for each
test dataset (columns).

The Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show the mean and standard deviation for Dice Similarity
Coefficient (DSC) and Hausdorff Distance (HD) between each segmentation method and the
ground truth masks for each test dataset. The results present an improvement for all measures
and datasets when employing counterfactual images, yielding similar results to the nnU-Nnet.

HD±SD [mm]
MGSK

ts MEXM
ts PPHE

ts HCLE
ts HCOV

ts

nnU-Net 1.737±1.01 1.90±1.52 3.30±3.96 9.37±15.14 8.31±10.71
ournc 1.948±1.11 2.06±1.82 3.81±4.10 10.12±18.32 10.56±10.77
ourc 1.519±0.89 1.88±1.53 2.95±3.54 8.78±16.11 9.48±9.89

Table 5.4 Mean and standard deviation (SD) of the Hausdorff Distance (HD) between the
ground truth masks and mask obtained from the methods indicated at rows (nnU-Nnet,
proposed method before employing counterfactual images (ournc), and after (ourc)) for each
test dataset (columns).
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The differences are due to subtle changes in most of the cases or even small imperfections in
the ground truth masks as it is shown in Fig. 5.7.

Fig. 5.7 Comparison of methods. Each row contains axial slices and segmentation masks
of each test dataset. Columns show the original CT image, ground truth mask (gt), nnU-
Net mask, overlay of nnU-Net and ground truth, the mask with our method employing
counterfactual images during training and the overlay with the ground truth.

5.3.5.1 Comparison with Chapter 2 Rule-Based Method

For completeness, these paragraphs recover the results obtained with the traditional
method of Chapter 2. In that chapter, we show the qualitative performance of DL and the
rules-based approaches for segmentation tasks to illustrate the issues of traditional methods
under new environments.
Actually, the instance slices in the Fig. 2.11 coincide with the ones in the Fig. 5.7 except for
MEXM

ts (not suitable for the traditional approach) and the row for the mild TB primate model,
PPHE1 , in figure 2, already included in it.

Here, we complete the analysis for the 156 slices specifically selected for Chapter 2
experiments. To this aim, the Table 5.5 adds the DSC and HD to the previous chapter results
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(Table 2.1) employing the DL methods, both the nnU-Net and the two variants of our method.
As can be seen, the DL method overpasses the performance of traditional ones.

DSC±SD HD±SD [mm]
PCH2 PCH2

No DL (Section 2.2.2) 0.933±0.03 8.642±7.36
nnU-Net 0.981±0.05 5.954±5.11

ournc 0.977±0.06 6.897±5.87
ourc 0.982±0.06 6.142±6.01

Table 5.5 DSC and HD for the 156 slices defined at Appendix A and employed at the
experiments in Chapter 2, PCH2 (see 2.2.2) belonging to a mild TB primate model, which
results appears at Fig. 2.11 and Table 2.1.

5.4 Conclusions

The methodology proposed in this work yields promising results for obtaining the shared
factors between animal models that characterize the pathophysiological processes. Beyond
the existing limitations, such as the use of isolated axial slices instead of more informative
whole three dimensional images or the characterization of damage based simply on the
damaged volume and not on the specific manifestations of the disease for each animal model,
our model is capable of inferring meaningful disentangled representations.
The model can generate synthetic axial slices by setting the values of the modelled factors.
Even more relevant, it produces counterfactual versions of existing axial slices by testing
the effective disentanglement. This capability leverages potential benefits in the field of
translational image analysis. Extending the diversity of existing data, essential for automatic
segmentation, or providing the damage variable as a possible (to be validated) inter-species
biomarker.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Prospective work

6.1 Conclusions

This thesis develops different methods to automate fundamental CT image analysis tasks
for TB infected lungs. We also facilitate the interpretation of CT images belonging to various
animal models of TB infection, which is essential for the definition of helpful imaging
biomarkers for anti-TB new drugs development. The works are presented from lower to a
higher degree of complexity in response to the considered problems nature. The developed
models embed in different Artificial Intelligence (AI) strategies and fulfil the thesis objectives
specified in the introductory chapter.

The method based on a traditional formulation presented in Chapter 2 allows segmenting
damaged lungs automatically. This initial approach enables both subsequent quantification
analyses and the extraction of fundamental knowledge in the implementation of higher
capacity Deep Learning (DL) algorithms. The method presents limitations, such as the
inability to provide lung segmentation for significant organ damage or animal models other
than a macaque. However, it can assist experts during lung delimitation of other mammals by
readjusting the adequate parameters (see Section 2.2). The method validity in key experiments
relies on the quantification results given in the second part of the same chapter. In Section
2.3, we introduce an automatic quantification method of TB burden. The procedure, which
may be considered simple in terms of specificity to TB manifestations, is vital in some
translational analyses. Namely, when the animal models are not fully defined (i.e., there is
no clear radiological taxonomy of the manifestations), the volume of the damaged lung can
be used as a proxy.

Even for models with sufficient image quality for radiological characterization of the
lesions, their identification by experts is tedious, time-consuming and prone to errors. This
fact motivates the development of the methods presented in Chapters 3 and 4 to help the
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task automatization. Thus, Chapter 3 uses statistical descriptors that feed a machine learning
(ML) model. These statistical descriptors result in lower interpretability than the previous
approach but greater predictive power. The ML algorithms allow discerning between specific
TB manifestations on the previously delimited whole lung of the macaque model. To avoid
possible errors during delimitation, the model proposed in Chapter 4 extends the ability
to detect lesions. To this aim, we train a high-capacity Deep Learning model capable of
extracting descriptors automatically from complete image volumes to infer the presence or
the number of manifestation types. This way eliminates the need to delineate the lungs in a
previous step.

The methods in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 allow classifying tissues. They have the ability
to capture relevant information from images beyond human capabilities, as proved for the
mild-TB macaque model. Such approaches are easily extendible to different datasets/animal
models, as shown in the recent literature, allowing the experts to obtain specific dataset
outcomes. Subsequently, multidisciplinary experts can combine individual outputs in the
drug design context to provide model translational explanations. This idea reflects the
traditional workflow for disease understanding and drug design relying on computer-assisted
image analysis. It also reveals the lack of automation tools implemented to operate with
multidomain data, mimicking human intelligence.

In this context, given the ability of current computational models to find relevant rela-
tionships or subtle information, introducing artificial intelligence systems that can exploit
inter-species data is fundamental to overcoming the limitations mentioned above. Therefore,
in the previous chapter, a method that assumes a causal structure in data generation from
different animal models is employed to promote the formulated translational analyses. The
proposed DL model leverages shared features between images of distinct animal models.
Apart from providing proper segmentation masks, the model infers similar levels of lung
damage for comparable slices of the different animal models and alternatively generate such
images when intervening in the model to fix a given level of damage.

6.2 Prospective work and Perspectives

Throughout this work, we have presented different methodologies based on Artificial
Intelligence that enrich the extraction of relevant information from pathological images.
Introducing the proposed methodologies in the drug assays pipelines is essential to facilitate
diagnosis, disease longitudinal monitoring, and understanding disease etiology. From a mere
technical point of view, what is missing in the current work for this inclusion is an extended
validation.
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Fortunately, the context of ERA4TB (see 1.2.2) enables different ways to accomplish
it. Prospective trials based on a higher subject number will allow us to extract further
conclusions about the methods generalization capabilities. More importantly, such studies
will enable to use of the benefits of computer assistance for understanding Tuberculosis
pathophysiology.

In addition, the project context allows validation through triangulation, which is fun-
damental for qualitative research [40]. In ERA4TB, not only CT images are used for
longitudinal analysis of infected animals, but also vital data produced from other imag-
ing modalities (see 1.3): Positron Emission Tomography (PET), pathological microscopy,
Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (MALDI), etc., together with molecular and
DNA analyses that greatly extend the description at the microscopic level of the bacteria
interactions with the new drugs.

It is important to note that the method developed in Chapter 5 is not only extensible to new
animal models (e.g., rat, rabbit, pig) but also to all the information sources mentioned above.
Therefore, extending the current state of the art (SOTA) computational methods towards
mimicking much more human intelligence. Note that SOTA DL models usually rely on
domain-specific assumptions. For instance, inference depends only on CT images. However,
when a human expert makes decisions employing information extracted from images is
acting in an imagined space1. Namely, the expert consciously or implicitly considers all
previous knowledge, meaning, disease model, subject demographics, comorbidity, treatment,
etc. Therefore, our computational models need to resemble such mechanisms to assist during
reasoning. The most meaningful works in recent literature already point in such a direction
that will be a fundamental point in our future job [143, 148]. This prospective framework
will enable the simulation of the longitudinal progress of the disease and determine the causal
factors of treatments efficacy. Actually, for our future work, we have coined the term CaFE
(Causal Factors of Efficacy) extended it to ICaFE (Imaging CaFE) when the factors are
derived just from medical imaging data and TICaFE (Translational ICaFE) or TCaFE when
the factors are translational.

Undoubtedly the range of possible technical work that can arise in this context is extensive,
especially if tools integration in the workflow is effective. However, this process goes beyond
technicalities. Like any other new automation technology, there is an existing reluctance in
many strata of society that strongly constrain its integration.

On the one hand, this rejection is due to the operation in itself of the new technologies
[311]. For example, it is unfortunately common to find cases in which Artificial Intelligence
is employed without any control and let make biased decisions disfavoring certain social

1Imagined space concept was coined by Lorenz [195], and it is employed by Scholkopf et al. [275] for AI
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groups [21, 50]. It is also of note the multiple instances in which the introduction of Artificial
Intelligence can lead to the destruction of jobs without alternatives for workers [1]. Dealing
with these problems necessarily involves making political decisions that contextualize the
use of new tools within the normative ethical values that (a priori) formalize societies [30].
Although legislation development usually lets behind, measures to introduce a control are
becoming more common [122].

However, the rejection within the research context attains to different matters. The
medical imaging field copes (for too long already), its exciting oversized version of a
paradigm shift [168]. It keeps an unnecessary struggle between the reluctance from the old
"capos", the ones too embedded in the old fashioned clinical practices, and the necessity to
boost the branch towards the Artificial Intelligence community direction [309, 351] supported
by those with "hands-on" the actual predicament. It is horrific to witness how some self-
interested negationists in the field take advantage of their political positions to badly exploit
common resources that more than ever need to learn from the scientific community. Therefore,
the long term work must go beyond technical aspects and penetrate ethics and education.
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Appendix A

Surrogate Truth Extraction

A.1 Selecting CT Slices With The More Uncertain Bound-
aries

Segmentation of lungs infected by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) in chest computed
tomography (CT) images is a complex task. Moreover, it is difficult to establish a suitable
ground truth, as generation thereof is very time-consuming, subject to intra- and inter-expert
variability, and prone to errors. As discussed, the commonly used measures of similarity
do not represent well the unavoidable human variability inherent in a segmentation process.
Therefore, in our workflow evaluation, we used a surrogate ground truth built as a consensus
between three experts who performed detailed segmentations on 156 slices from our chest
CT dataset. These slices were selected from the whole dataset using the procedure described
in the next paragraph and were designed to ensure that the surrogate ground truth contains a
representative sample of the most uncertain slices.

For the selection, we use the lung segmentation results obtained with the semi-automatic
tool. This tool makes it possible to perform a simple interactive segmentation of each chest
CT scan. Although the procedure is time-consuming and the results obtained are not ideal,
they can be used as a reference to identify which of the lung segmentations computed with our
tool have changed more with the refinement procedure. To work with reliable segmentations,
we exclude slices for which the DSC is below 0.7. In the subset, we measure the Hausdorff
distance (pre-refinement and post-refinement), using the semi-automatic lung segmentation
as a reference. Finally, we select the slices for which the absolute differences between the
Hausdorff distances are larger than µ∆(HDpre,HDpost)+3σ∆(HDpre,HDpost) (with µ and σ being
the mean and standard deviation of the HD differences, ∆). In Figure A.1, the HD differences
are plotted against the DSC for all slices with a DSC larger than 0.7. The threshold is drawn
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Fig. A.1 Hausdorff distance (HD) differences between those corresponding to the lung
segmentation performed with our tool before and after the refinement process. HD was
measured using the semi-auto segmentations as a reference. Only those slices with a Dice
similarity coefficient (DSC) over 0.7 were included. HD corresponding to the slices for
which the HD difference (∆) is larger than a given threshold (thr., red line) are drawn in
green, while points smaller than the threshold are shown in blue. In this case, the threshold is
computed as µ∆(HDpre,HDpost)+3σ∆(HDpre,HDpost) and the number of slices with an HD larger
than the threshold is 156.

in red, the slices with an HD difference under the threshold are shown in blue and those
above in green. As observed, the DSCs of the latter are uniformly distributed among all the
possible DSC values, which is an indicator of disagreement at the surface delimitation and
not at the complete filled volume.

A.2 Inter-Expert Variability

In order to characterize the agreement between the lung segmentations performed by the
experts, the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of each similarity measure was computed.
The semi-automatic segmentation was used as reference. In Table A.1, the agreement
coefficients are presented. We observed excellent consistency between the experts at the
surface similarity measures (Hausdorff distance (HD), Hausdorff distance averaged (HAD),
as was intended, and a good correlation for the volume overlap indicators (Dice similarity
coefficient (DSC), false-positive error (FPE), false-negative error (FNE)). Figure A.2 shows
the boxplots corresponding to these results.
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Coeff. ICC CI (95%) p-val.
HD 0.88 0.84 to 0.90 <0.001
HDA 0.85 0.79 to 0.88 <0.001
DSC 0.74 0.66 to 0.81 <0.001
FPE 0.71 0.27 to 0.86 <0.001
FNE 0.60 0.26 to 0.77 <0.001

Table A.1 Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for the
similarity coefficients between the three experts’ delimitation and the refined masks. Note:
Haussdorff distance (HD), Haussdorff distance averaged (HDA), Dice similarity coefficient
(DSC), false-positive error (FPE), false-negative error (FNE).

Fig. A.2 Boxplot charts for the similarity coefficients obtained from the 156 most uncertain
slices in the experts’ delimitations.





Appendix B

Texture Features Definition

1. Maximum:

f1 = max I(i, j)

2. Mean:

f2 =
1

N +M

N

∑
i

M

∑
j

I(i, j)

3. Minimum:

f3 = min I(i, j)

4. Standard Deviation:

f4 =
1

N +M
(I(i, j)− f2)

1
2

5. Autocorrelation:

f5 = ∑
i

∑
j
(i j)p(i, j)2

6. Cluster Prominance:

f6 = ∑
i

∑
j
(i+ j−µx −µy)

4 p(i, j)
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7. Cluster Shade:

f7 = ∑
i

∑
j
(i+ j−µx −µy)

3 p(i, j)

8. Contrast:

f8 =

∣∣∣∣∑
i

∑
j

∣∣∣∣2 p(i, j)

9. Correlation 1:

f9 = ∑
i

∑
j

(i−µx)( j−µy)p(i, j)
σxσy

10. Correlation 2:

f10 =
∑i=1 ∑ j=1(i j)p(i, j)−µxµy

σxσy

11. Difference Entropy:

f11 =−
L−1

∑
i=0

px−y(i) log
(

px−y(i)
)

12. Difference Variance:

f12 =
L−1

∑
i=0

i2 px−y(i)

13. Dissimilarity:

f13 =

∣∣∣∣∑
i

∑
j

∣∣∣∣p(i, j)

14. Energy:

f14 = ∑
i

∑
j

p(i, j)2
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15. Entropy:

f15 =−
L

∑
i=1

L

∑
j=1

p(i, j) log(p(i, j))

16. Homogenety 1:

f16 = ∑
i

∑
j

p(i, j)
1+ |i+ j|

17. Homogenety 2:

f17 = ∑
i

∑
j

p(i, j)
1+ |i+ j|2

18. Information Measure Correlation 1:

f18 =
f9 −HXY 1

max(HX ,HY )

19. Information Measure Correlation 2:

f19 = [1− exp(−2(HXY 2− f9))]
1/2

20. Normalized Inverse Difference:

f20 =
L

∑
i=1

L

∑
j=1

1
1+ |i− j|2/L

p(i, j)

21. Normalized Moment Inverse Difference:

f21 =
L

∑
i=1

L

∑
j=1

1
1+(i− j)2/L

p(i, j)

22. Maximum Probability:

f22 = max
i, j

p(i, j)

23. Sum Average:

f23 =
2L

∑
i=2

ipx+y(i)
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24. Entropy Sum:

f24 =−
2L

∑
i=2

px+y(i) log(px+y(i))

25. Sum Variance:

f25 =
2L

∑
i=2

(i− f8)
2 px+y(i)

26. Sum of Squares:

f26 = ∑
i

∑
j
(i−ν)2 p(i, j)

Definitions

• L: Quantization level

• p(i, j): Co-ocurrence matrix at position (i,j)

• ν = 1
L ∑

L
i ∑

L
j p(i, j)

• px(i) = ∑
L
j=1 p(i, j)

• py( j) = ∑
L
i=1 p(i, j)

• px+y(k) = ∑
L
i=1,i+ j=k ∑

L
j=1 p(i, j), k = 2,3, ...,2L

• px−y(k) = ∑
L
i=1,|i− j|=k ∑

L
j=1 p(i, j), k = 0,1, ...,L−1

• HX =−∑i px(i) log(px(i))

• HY =−∑ j py( j) log(py( j))

• HXY =−∑i ∑ j p(i, j) log(p(i, j))

• HXY 1 =−∑i ∑ j p(i, j) log(px(i)py( j))

• HXY 2 =−∑i ∑ j px(i)py( j) log(px(i)py( j))
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